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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

College students have to lea~n +~om text mate~ials. 

While lea~ning is ve~y much dependent on the ability to ~ead 

snd remember texts, many students entering college have not 

lea~ned the skills and st~ategies that enhance lea~ning 

throuah ~eading texts (Anderson, 1979: B~own. 1979: Garne~ & 

Alexande~, 1981, & 1982>. Both p~o+iciency in reading and 

lea~ning cove~ a b~oad scope. Howeve~, ea~ly educational 

psychologists, (e.g. Dewey 1910; Huey 1968; Tho~ndike 1917) 

had ~ecognized sel+-awareness and sel+-cont~ol as impo~tant 

+actors in lea~ning. Recent ~esea~chers, <Baker & Brown, 

1984) believe that every college student must be aware o+ 

certain skills, strategies, and resou~ces that are needed to 

per+o~m the lea~ning task e++ectively. Un+o~tunately, many 

studies +ound that college students o+ten did not use 

e++ective st~ategies fo~ monito~ing and cont~ucting meaning 

when they ~ead texts <Baker & B~own, 1984; Brown & Smiley, 

1977; Brown, Armbruster, & Bake~, 1984>. Studies such as 

these ~evealed that students do not use e++ective strategies 

+o~ monitoring meaning, locating important ideas and 

remembe~ing key ideas o+ the text. Bake~ and B~own 
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<1984), asserted that students' ine++ective use o+ strategies 

are due to students' lack o+ awareness about learning 

strategies and lack o+ knowledge o+ text +eatures. 

In recent years, both the structure o+ the material to 

be learned (semantic and conceptual) and learner 

characteristics (aptitude, prior knowledge and experience) 

have been shown to signi+icantly in+luence the learning o+ 

di++erent types o+ texts (Mitchell & Irwin, 1985). In 

supporting this, Simpson (1986) provided reasons why students 

are not success+ul in academic courses in college. She 

reported that some college students lack the ability to learn 

independently +rom texts. Independent learning requires 

prior knowledge in the achievement o+ higher-level thinking 

and in comprehension skills. When asked how they learn, 

these students were not able to describe it, nor were they 

able to show their awareness o+ the learning process 

<Mitchell & Irwin, 1985; Simpson, 1984; Baker & Brown, 1984). 

This awareness o+ the learning process is known as 

"metacognition". 

Recent trends in college programs indicate that many 

students who +ail to succeed have limited learning skills and 

strategies. Flavell (1979) stated that the learning process 

requires the interaction o+ three metacognitive v~riables: 

person, task, and strategy. Learning requires students to be 

aware o+ their own strengths and weaknesses, their ability to 

understand what the tasks are, their ability to plan and use 

strategies to meet these academic demands. Flavell +ound 



that these va~iables inte~act and inTluence all lea~ning 

situations. 
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B~own (1980) pointed out the ~ole OT metacognition in 

eTTective lea~ning. She stated that metacognition includes 

"p~edicting, checking, monito~ing, ~eality testing and 

coo~dination, and cont~ol OT delibe~ate attempts to study, 

lea~n o~ solve-p~oblems" (p. 454). Metacognition ~eTe~s to 

the knowledge OT the cognitive p~ocess that students use 

while unde~taking cognitive tasks <Flavell, 1976; B~own 1978; 

Weine~t & Kluwe, 1987). 

Simila~ly, Brown (1982) TU~the~ stated that college 

success is not just a matter OT innate ability and long hours 

OT studying, but also knowing how to lea~n. She identiTied 

the activities OT monito~ing and cont~olling the st~ategies 

as "metacognitive activities" TOr processing text. She 

p~esented the Tollowing metacognitive activities: 

a) identiTying important aspects OT a message in the text, 

b) TOcusing on the major content, monitoring on-going 

activities, c) selT-questioning to determine iT goals a~e 

met, and taking co~~ective measures TO~ Tailures in 

comp~ehension <Brown, 1982). 

Good students usually demonst~ate good lea~ning skills. 

Metacognitive skills a~e illust~ated through students' clear 

unde~standing OT the demands in given tasks, and the ability 

to identiTy important parts OT their texts when studying 

(Brown, 1982>. Students who are eTTective lea~ne~s, monitor 

their reading comprehension at the same time using strategies 
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when they encounter comprehension ~ailures. Constantly, 

these students review and sel~-question themselves to check 

i~ their goals have been met. Recall o~ the in~ormation 

learned becomes easy when the students are able to comprehend 

their texts. These conscious coordinations indicates 

metacognition. 

For many years, e~~orts in teaching reading and study 

skills were mainly directed towards the remedial college 

students. Since the 1970's, e~~orts in the identi~ication 

and management OT skills and strategies were started with the 

regular student population. However, many college programs 

are still not catering to metacognitive learning. 

Simpson (1984) and Armbruster <1986> stated that college 

reading and study-skills programs provide the speciTic skills 

and strategy training without emphasizing the inter

relationship o~ the various areas o~ the learning process. 

The authors asserted that to improve learning among college 

students, it is essential that educators themselves 

understand more about the di~~erent ~actors that inTluence 

learning. Educators have also to concentrate on the 

conditions and the deliberate use o~ learning strategies 

aimed at improving students• academic per~ormance. 

ThereTore, educators will have to ~ind e~Tective ways to help 

the individual student to relate strategies to his/her 

learning tasks and the relationship OT one strategy to the 

other. 

Ryan (1980) and Simpson (1986) added that students were 



using inadequate skills, because they were not taught 

e~~ective strategies. Learning strategies and the degree o~ 

e~~ectiveness vary ~rom one individual to another because of 

their learning behaviors. Educators must consistently be 

aware that students on entering colleges may not be equipped 

with the necessary skills and strategies reguired ~or 

learning. There is a need to raise the awareness o~, and 

interest in, the learning strategies o~ college students o~ 

college students ~or more e~~ective learning and to prevent 

~rustrations, ~ailures and dropouts <Simpson, 1984). 

Another branch o~ research has also addressed the 

importance o~ helping students to improve their learning 

through comprehension skills <Durkin, 1978-1979, 1981>, and 

on the relationship between the learner's knowledge and the 

5 

text structure <Brown, Campione, & Day, 1981>. Since college 

learning requires the recalling and retaining o~ in~ormation, 

emphasis is also placed on improving students' comprehension 

o~ texts materials. Schema theory explains the mental 

process that are involved in success~ul interaction with 

text <Durkin, 1978-79>. It ~ocuses on how readers' prior 

knowledge in~luences their understanding o~ texts. Durkin 

<1984) stressed the importance o~ schema as a network o~ 

concepts that ~orm the prior-knowledge base applied by the 

readers to new textual in~ormation. 

The research on schema indicates the importance of 

college readers activating proper schema to deal with 

understanding di~~icult texts. Samuels and Kamil <1984> in 
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the Handbook OT Reading Research, stressed the importance OT 

schemata in reading as they involve a high level OT 

abstraction, categorization and inTerence. At the college 

level, where independent learning TOrms almost all learning 

situations, students need all the assistance they can get 

Tram texts. 

Theoretical Background 

The term "metacognition" was made popular in the Mid-

1970's with the publication OT the Monographs OT the Society 

TOr Research in Child Development by Kreutzer, Leonard, and 

Flavell <1975). This term literally means "transcending 

knowledge" which raTers to one's understanding OT any 

cognitive process <Brown, Armbruster & Baker, 1980). More 

speciTically it raTers to knowledge about selT, task, and 

strategy variables relevant to thinking, and the individual's 

recognition OT the need to use this inTormation to learn 

<Flavell, 1978). Flavell <1976) states that: 

Metacognitio~ raTers to one's knowledge concerning 
one's own cognitive processes and products or 
anything related to them, example the learning 
relevant properties OT inTormation or data. 
Metacognition raTers, among other things, to the 
active monitoring and consequent and orchestration 
OT these processes in relati~n to the cognitive 
objects or data on which they bear, usually in the 
service OT some concrete goal or objective (p. 232>. 

Brown (1978> started another branch OT metacognition ' . 

which Tocused on the executive control processes OT planning, 

~onitoring, checking and revising. Paris and Winograd (1988> 

TUrther expanded along this line summarized metacognition to 



contain both cognitive self-appraisal and self-management. 

Baker and Brown, ( 1984> defined self-appraisal as "the 

knowledge learners have about their own cognitive resources 

and the compatibility between themselves as readers and the 

demands of a variety of reading situations" (p. 501). The 

second metacognitive knowledge, self-manaaement, is "the 

self-regulatory mechanisms used by an active learner during 

an ongoing attempt to solve problems" <p. 502). 
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Schema theory on the other hand, is about the students' 

prior knowledge and how it facilitates the understanding of 

texts. Devine <1986> defines prior knowledge as "all the 

information and ideas, all the perceptions and concepts, the 

images and ideational propositions, as well as the 

intellectual residues of emotional experiences, held in long-

term memory by readers" (p. 25>. This knowledge is packaged 

into units called schemata. Students build schemata through-

out their lives. These schemata in turn influence the 

processes of perception, remembering, and understanding 

texts. Clearly, the lack of prior knowledge and lack of 

activating it affect a student's processing of text 

information <Anderson, 1977; Collins & Smith, 1980>. 

The capacity for learning also involves having 

strategies to acquire information from texts, awareness of 

the ongoing activities to perform certain tasks, and able to 

remember and recall information required at a later date. 

Duffy (1982> described strategies as the "secret algorithms 

of learning". Nisbet and Shucksmith (1986> refen-ed to 



strategies as "integrated sequence o+ procedures selected 

with a purpose in view, and that success+ul learners have 

developed a range oT strategies +rom which they are able to 

select appropriately and adapt Tlexibly to meet the needs oT 

a speci+ic situation" <p. 6). They deTined strategies as 
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"the executive processes to choose, coordinate, and apply the 

study skills". Moreover, strategies have purposes, contain a 

sequence oT activities, and are able to be modi+ied to Tit 

the context. With constant usage oT learning strategies and 

understanding OT the goals over time, learners will gradually 

re+ined their own repertoire o+ learning strategies, and the 

proTiciency in controlling and regulating them. 

Brown (1982), and Roehler, & Du++y <1984> advocated 

learning strategy training TOr less able students because it 

helps students to become aware o+ the strategic nature OT 

learning. These researchers +elt that students must know 

their own strengths and weaknesses in comprehending text 

materials. Their inability to do so would result in 

di++iculty in understanding, in+erring, and recalling meaning 

+rom text materials <Brown, 1978>. Learning strategies and 

learning skills are aids to learning. Students must know how 

to use them e++ectively to comprehend and acquire in+ormation 

+rom what they read. Skills are simply abilities which have 

been developed through practice, and are existing cognitive 

routines +or per+orming speci+ic tasks. Learning strategies 

on the other hand are the means OT selecting, combining, or 

redesigning those cognitive routines. Some examples OT 
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e~~ective and appropriate learning strategies used by college 

students are planning ahead, monitoring, checking, 

summarizing, imaging, estimating, revising, and sel~-testing 

<sel~-questioning> <Brown, 1982). Alexander <1986)~ 

identi~ied a modi~ication o~ the categories o~ learning 

strategies which college students used ~or processing texts. 

This classi~ication o~ strategies was originally developed by 

Farrand Mitchell <1981>, The three study-strategy 

categories were constructed to re~lect which students's 

strategies were text-driven, schema-driven, or mixed. These 

strategies were identi~ied and described as ~allows: 

t~~t-driven-strategies. including circling, 
underlining or rereading, that demonstrate no 
deviation ~rom or modi~ication o~ the existina text; 
Mixed-strategies, such as paraphrasing, summarizing, 
and seauencing, that involve some elaboration o~ the 
text; Schema-driven-strategies, such as prediction 
question ~ormulation, generating analogies, and 
imaging that are the least dependent on the text. 
<Alexander, 1986, p. 96) 

Since learning and reading have remained a process o~ 

complex combination o~ ~actors "involving the whole physical, 

intellectual, perceptual, and spiritual li~e and growth o~ 

the individual" (Carroll, 1985). It is universally agreed 

that students learn and remember only when comprehension 

occurs and when the texts have meaning <Baker & Brown, 1984>. 

Knowledge and control o~ learning strategies can be taught to 

college students so that they can use the learning strategies 

to learn ~rom the various sources and text <Alexander, 1986; 

Anderson, 1980; Baker & Brown, 1984). Baker and Brown <1984) 

argue that reading depends on the reader's access to learning 
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st~ategies as well as the above stated facto~s. Fu~the~mo~e, 

the ~esea~che~s believe that lea~ning st~ategies taught would 

equip the college students with sufficient knowledge of the 

affect the ~eading pe~fo~mance <B~own & Smiley. 1979; Clay, 

1972; Nist, Simpson, & Hog~ebe, 1985; Olshavsky, 1976-77). 

From the view based on metacognitive theory <Flavell, 1987: 

Baker and B~own, 1984>, more dimension needs to be added to 

the ~esea~ch in lea~ning st~ategies. 

Since the success of teaching college students in 

lea~ning st~ategies has captu~ed the attention OT resea~che~s 

and educato~s <Dansearu, 1978>, teaching unive~sity students 

to emoloy, regulate, and t~ansTer learning strategies to 

content area lea~nings should be the Tocus OT any reading 

p~ogram <Simpson, 1986). Metacognitive theo~y impacted the 

learning app~oaches and has highlighted the importance TO~ 

strategy maintenance and t~ansfer OT learning Trom one 

situation to another. B~own and Palincsar <1982) pointed out 

that college students must be able to recognize the complex 

interaction OT many forms of knowledge and activities that 

are involved in the learning p~ocess. 

Educators a~e concerned with the failure in the college 

reading programs <Bake~ & Brown, 1984>. Even though major 

colleges and universities have dramatically expanded thei~ 

services to teach learning st~ategies, some p~ograms are not 

designed to cater to the needs OT f~eshmen because skills and 

strategies had been taught in isolation. 

At the college level, learning independently f~om the 
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text mate~ial involves the ~ecall and o~ganization OT 

inTo~mation TO~ eTTicient p~esentation eithe~ on assignments 

o~ in tests. This OTten Tocuses on explicit unde~standing OT 

what had been lea~ned. According to Simpson <1986> 

independent lea~ning ~eoui~es lea~ne~s· awa~eness OT their 

own comprehension abilities and their controlled eTTorts to 

understand what they ~ead, and then apply insights into their 

existing abilities. The~eTo~e, they must also be aware OT 

their past lea~ning expe~iences, skills, st~ategies, and 

resou~ces which will help them in unde~standing their present 

encounte~s with diTTe~ent types OT texts <Alexande~, 1986). 

These studies on metacognition, have cont~ibuted 

positive ~esults and the empi~ical base TO~ g~eate~ 

unde~standing OT the lea~ning process <Flavell, 1981; Nist, 

Simpson, & Hog~ebe, 1985; Annis, & Annis, 1982). The 

metacognitive theo~y Tocuses on selT-monito~ing and selT-

~egulation OT lea~ning st~ategies. In sho~t, success in 

college lea~ning is associated with these Tacto~s: a> take an 

active ~ole in the lea~ning p~ocess, b) make eTTO~ts to 

unde~stand and ~emembe~ essential inTo~mation, c) take 

delibe~ate action to ensu~e that the mate~ial is 

comp~ehensible and memorable, d) have enough knowledge OT the 

TOU~ majo~ va~iables such as text, task <c~ite~ion), 

strategies, and lea~ner's characte~istics, e) know how the 

TOU~ va~iables inte~act with one anothe~ to aTTect learning 

outcomes <Brown, B~ansTord, Fe~~a~a, & Campione, 1983; Brown, 

Campione, & Day, 1981). Since these Tacto~s a~e not 
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independent o~ one another, but are highly interactive, 

educators believe that systematic studies would provide 

e~~ective methods o~ bringing together the various components 

o~ post-secondary education and show how those components 

relate to one another. 

Wellman <1983) stated that metacognitive knowledge is 

not a collection o~ ~acts about cognition, but rather "an 

intricately interwoven system o~ knowledge" <p. 32). For 

example, the metacognitive knowledge in reading text is the 

knowledge that students have about ~actors such as 

vocabulary, syntax, the clarity o~ presentation, the 

structure <organization>, and the topic itsel~. These 

~actors are related to comprehension because when students 

have to deal with the di+~iculty and coherence o~ texts, 

these are the same ~actors that may speed or impede learning 

<Anderson & Armbruster, 1986). These many ~eatures o~ the 

reading materials in~luence students' learning and 

contributes to reading di~~iculty. Since college texts are 

main sources ~or students to obtain in~ormation, yet do not 

provide adequate strategy cues, students must have the 

learning strategies to enable them to use context in 

constructing a representation o~ text, aware o~ semantic and 

syntactic constraints o~ the language, able to use various 

kinds o~ text structure, and aware o~ the characteristics o~ 

each type o~ texts <Dansereau, 1978>. 

In addition, e~~ective learning requires learning 

strategies such as clari~ying purpose ~or reading~ 
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identi+ying important aspects o+ the text, +ocusing attention 

on major content, monitoring as reading occurs, engaging in 

sel+-questioning activities, and taking corrective measures 

when text has not been comprehended <Baker & Brown, 1984>. 

Learning +rom text is an individual process and ability~ so 

the organization and structure o+ the text become important 

+actors in+luencing the individual's success. Taylor <1982> 

reported that the most important +actor in the comprehension 

o+ text is the reader's ability to detect its organizational 

"structures". Text structure is a pattern that presents the 

in+ormation, and the ideas o+ the author. When the text 

structure is done skill+ully, it enhances the readability o+ 

the text. Other text +actors that cause problems to the 

readers are syntactic complexity, lexical density and 

rhetorical anomaly. These text +actors can be overcome i+ 

the readers are strategically trained. 

Just and Carpenter <1980> suggested that learners are 

constantly attempting to integrate new in+ormation with the 

ongoing text and that such integration is +acilitated at 

points where a linking relation can be made. The reader and 

text interaction is guided through techniques such as sel+

questioning inducing imagery by visualizing text scenarios 

oral reading, study guides and text outlines. 

Basically texts used in the educational situations are 

narrative and expository type texts. Kieras (1985> noted 

that in schools expository texts +orm the major bulk o+ the 

learning materials. Expository text expounds, explains, 
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and sets Torth inTormation and ideas. These texts OTten 

present densely packed, complex inTormation which serve as 

"vehicles TOr knowledge acquisition" <Kintsch, 1982, p. 

It is OTten distinguished Tram narrative text by its 

87). 

organization. It is organized to state its point and its 

thesis eTTectively. Expository text contains major 

rhetorical patterns which include analyses, cause-eTTect, 

chronological sequencing, compare-contrast, deTinition, 

enumeration or listing, illustration, generalization with 

supporting evidence, description, and problem-solving 

<Horowitz, 1985; Muth, 1987). Meyer and Freedle (1984) 

described causation and comparison, as more organized 

structures, and that they Tacilitate a better understanding 

OT the content. Thev added that content presented in a 

collection or a description is a more diTTicult structure TOr 

recall. Obviously, there are overlaps between some OT these 

patterns, and extended texts seldom use one pattern 

exclusively. 

Researchers have shown that organizational structures 

are essential in well-Tormed texts <Mandler & Johnson, 1977; 

Meyer, 1975) and these structures do pose problems TOr 

readers <Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980>. These organizational 

structures provide a Tramework to convey the concepts OT the 

text to the readers. 

Narrative text materials on the other hand are organized 

around plot, theme, characters, setting, the writing style of 

the author, and its genre. Narrative text structure can be 
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described as story grammar categories. The plot OT the 

narrative text is usuallv connsct~d by ~om~ chronoloaical 

linkage built around the characters of th~ story. Vladimir 

Propp, suggested that (1) TUnctions OT characters serve as 

stable, constant elements in a story, and its TUndamental 

component; (2) the number OT functions is limited; (3) the 

sequence OT functions is always identical; and (4) all tales 

are of one type in regard to their structure <see Morgan & 

Sellner, 1980, pp. 181-184>. 

The purpose of narrative text is (1) to tell a story, 

often accounts of personal experiences to make a point; or 

<2> interwoven into articles and themes to clarify and add 

interest. Often the plot is made more complex through the 

use of flashbacks, different narrators, and diTferent plots 

woven into one story. Setting introduces the leading 

characters and provide background information. Olson and 

Gillis (1987> suggested that the organizational structure 

presented in both narrative and expository passages to be 

crucial to Tair and accurate appraisal of students• reading 

abilities. 

When students read, their tasks also determine the 

criteria necessary TOr the diTferent strategies to be used. 

Usually the task will set the reading behavior OT the 

learners, so that they are able to adjust their reading rate 

to meet speciTic purposes. Research on university students 

showed that some students lack the ability to set their own 

goals TOr learning <Alexander, 1986; Simpson, 1983; & 



Schumeck, 1983). 
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O~ten these students are unable to balance 

what was learned with what is to be learned. To understand 

the procedure o~ how student's process in~ormation to obtain 

knowledge ~rom texts is presently constituting a major 

challenge ~or psychologists, reading researchers, and 

educators. 

Brown and Smiley <1979~ suggested that age and 

experience enhanced learning. With guidance and training 

young learners will develop into mature, e~~ective 

learners at di~~erent levels o~ the educational ladder. 

Similarly, Clay <1972) and Olshavsky <1976-77> 7 ~ound that 

all students used learning strategies, but the better 

students were more consistent and spontaneous in using their 

learning strategies. Wong and Jones (1981) ~ound that 

cognitive and metacognitive strategy training had some 

success in improving students•· reading comprehension. Most 

o~ these studies were done with students who are younger 

(pre-college> using expository texts. There~ore, 

metacognitive training, which aims to induce explicit 

behaviors in students may be more use~ul to college students 

<Brown, Campione, and Day, 1981>. 

Reading researchers and educational psychologists 

<Anderson, 1980; Ausubel, Novak, and Haneisan, 1978; Goetz, 

1984; Rothko~, 1981, 1982) had advocated that active 

strategic reading is essential in improving per~ormance in 

overall comprehension tasks, which will subsequently produce 

independent readers and learners. Since learning in colleges 



and unive~sities is content-based, students should be 

p~ovided with the lea~ning st~ategies necessa~y ~o~ ~utu~e 

lea~ning. 
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To ~acilitate lea~ning educato~s have to ~ind e~~ective 

lea~ning st~ategies ~o~ college students and to show them 

when, whe~e, and how those lea~ning st~ategies aid them in 

attaining academic success. Hence, the p~ima~y concent~ation 

at college levels should be the p~ovision o~ ~ealistic tasks, 

the application o~ lea~ning st~ategies so that students 

themselves can plan, monito~, and evaluate thei~ own 

lea~ning. Educato~s need to take steps to gene~ate 

spontaneous lea~ning st~ategies, and stimulate cognitive 

g~owth in o~de~ to enhance success~ul lea~ning. 

The~e~o~e, a systematic attempt to examine college 

~~eshmen's usage o~ lea~ning st~ategies and its ~elationship 

to comp~ehension sco~es on di~~e~ent texts is wa~~anted. 

This study will examine college ~~eshmen's lea~ning 

st~ategies and its ~elationship to ~eading comp~ehension, 

using both na~~ative and exposito~y texts. It will take into 

conside~ation the initial di~~e~ences o~ the ~eading 

abilities o~ these students. 

It is believed that data ~~om students a~e needed to 

dete~mine the cu~~ent state o~ thei~ lea~ning st~ategies in 

o~de~ to p~ovide insights ~o~ the inst~uction o~ ~eading and 

lea~ning skills p~og~ams. Such in~o~mation would be help~ul 

to students, educato~s, and ~esea~che~s. especially so in 

p~og~ams that had taught study skills and lea~ning st~ategies 
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helpTul in p~og~ams that had ~educed thei~ ~eading cou~ses to 

teaching techniques TO~ passing examinations, and TO~ coping 

with the system ~athe~ than developing the skills OT 

lea~ning. These situations suppo~t Simpson's (1984) point 

that the~e is a tendency in ~eading p~og~ams to p~ovide 

speciTic a~eas OT study without emphasizing the 

inte~~elationship OT those a~eas. The~eTo~e. the~e is an 

u~gent need TO~ educato~s to p~ovide a knowledge OT lea~ning 

st~ategies and the p~actice which students could use to 

imp~ove thei~ lea~ning. 

In summa~y, this investigation will attempt to dete~mine 

students' awa~eness OT thei~ lea~ning st~ategies. It is 

hoped that some evidence will evolve which can be used to 

dete~mine how college ~eading and study skills p~og~ams can 

bette~ meet the needs OT cu~~ent incoming T~eshmen. College 

p~og~ams must t~y to p~omote the executive p~ocesses OT 

lea~ning which is the cont~ol and ~egulation OT st~ategies to 

imp~ove academic achievement. It appea~s that the~e is a 

need to help students become mo~e awa~e OT thei~ own lea~ning 

abilities, acqui~e mo~e lea~ning st~ategies and t~ain them in 

the app~op~iate usage to Tacilitate independent lea~ning. 

Statement OT the P~oblem 

It is the p~ima~y contention OT this study that data 

T~om students a~e needed to dete~mine lea~ning st~ategies 

used by college students, the ~elationship between college 

students' lea~ning st~ategies, and ~eading comp~ehension 
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using diTTerent texts. It will investigate whether diTTerent 

categories OT strategies relate in the same manner TOr 

subjects with diTTerent abilities using both narrative and 

expository texts. This study will: 1> provide additional 

insights into the learning strategies of college students~ 

and 2> Tacilitate and provide information for the development 

of effective instructional reading programs in college. 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose OT this study will be three-fold: 1> to 

investigate the relationships among categories OT learning 

strategies <text-related, mixed, and schema>, and text types 

<expository and narrative> on comprehension scores of college 

students; 2) to determine whether or not there are overall 

diTTerences among the levels of each Tactor <main eTTects>, 

and to examine whether or not each possible pair of Tactors 

combine in such a way as to have a unique relationship on the 

learner's comprehension scores; 3) to determine the 

interaction (if any) between strategy, text, and gender. It 

will examine the diTTerent learning strategies used by 

students in learning diTTerent texts. 

Testing OT Hypotheses 

The Tollowing null hypotheses will be tested: 

1. There are no statistically signiTicant difTerences 

among the three categories OT learning strategies <schema

related, text-related, and mixed>. 



related, text-related, and mixed). 

2. There is no statistically signi~icant di~~erence 

between male and ~emale subjects in reading comprehension. 

3. There is no statistically signi~icant di~~erence 

between the text narrative and expository texts. 

4. fhere is no statistically signi~icant interaction 

between the learning strategy ~actor and the gender ~actor. 

5. There is no statistically signi~icant interaction 

between the learning strategies and types o~ text. 

6. There is no statistically signi~icant interaction 

between the gender ~actor and the types o~ text ~actor. 

7. fhere are no statistically signi~icant interaction 

among the learning strategies, gender, and types o~ text. 

Delimitations 
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a> The subjects will be all male and ~emale students 

enrolled in the Freshman Composition and College Reading and 

Study Skills courses at a comprehensive university in the 

Mid-West. 

b) The testing o~ the subjects will be carried out in 

the regular classrooms ~or di~~erent sections o~ the same 

course. 

Limitations 

1> The subjects were all volunteers. 

2> The testing was administered to all the subjects 

by the regular class instructors. 



Assumptions 

1) It was assumed that subjects were motivated to give 

their best e~~ort on all the tests. 

2> Testing procedures were assumed to remain reliable 

throughout the duration o~ the testing session. 

3) The subjects were assumed to recall sel~-reported 

study techniques correctly to their best knowledge. 

4) The Nelson-Denny Reading Test <Brown, Nelson, and 

Denny~ 1973> used in this study was assumed to give 

an adequate measures ~or college students o~ the 

various reading levels ~or which it was intended. 
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5> All measures o~ achievement used in the study provide 

reasonably valid and reliable data. 

De~inition o~ Terms 

Some terms particular to this study are de~ined as 

+ollows: 

Argumentative discourse: 

de~ends a position. 

is prose that presents and 

Categories o~ learning strategies: are process and 

methods that a student can use in order to acquire 

in~ormation and later retrieve and use the in~ormation. 

Cognitive strategy: is the intellectual plan or 

operation used to study, solve a problem, or cope with a 

situation. 

Comprehension: is the student's understanding o~ 

ideas stated by the author o~ the text. It is measured by 
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the response on the objective type test and short answers. 

Descriptive discourse: is prose that -function to evoke 

sense o-f importance o-f impression o-f people~ things and 

experience. 

E-f-fective learning strategies: are "thoughts o-f 

behaviors that help students acquire new in-formation so that 

the new in-formation is integrated with the existing knowledge 

in a learning situation. Learning strategies also include 

summarizing~ paraphrasing, imaging, creating analogies, note

taking, underlining, and help the retrieval o-f stored 

in-formation" <Weinstein. 1987). 

Expository text: passages that contain the -five 

rhetorical structures o-f causation, comparison, response, 

collection and description that the writer uses to convey the 

relationships among ideas in a passage to the readers <Mayer, 

1981) • Expository text is subject matter oriented, time is 

not -focus, and usually connected by logical linkage. 

Factor: a nonmetric independent variable also re-ferred 

to as a treatment or experimental variable. 

Interaction e-f-fects: the joint <or combination) e-f-fects 

o-f independent variables on the dependent variable beyond the 

separate in-fluence o-f each independent variable. 

Main e-f-fects: individual e-f-fects o-f each independent 

variable on the dependent variable. 

Metacogni tion: having the knowledge and having 

understanding, having control over them, and having 

appropriate use o-f that knowledge <Tei and Stewart, 1985). 



Metacognitive knowledge: the knowledge students have 

about ~actors such as vocabulary~ syntax, the clarity o~ 

presentation, the structure <organization>, and the topic 

itsel~ <Baker and Brown, 1984). 

Narrative discourse: is prose that tells a story, 

describe events and to record people in action. 
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Strategy: a deliberate and planned activity or routine 

introduced into the service n~ learning or problem solving 

(Brown~ Brans~ord, Ferrara, and Campione, 1982). 

Learning strategies: the executive processes which 

choose, coordinate, and apply the study skills <Nisbet, and 

Shucksmith, 1986). 

Study skills: techniques which help a learner to read. 

or learn ~or speci~ic purposes with the intent to remember. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The impact o~ metacognitive theory and schema theory 

have brought ~orth two important components o~ the learning 

process: ( 1) the individual student's attempt to control and 

regulate the learning strategies and <2> prior knowledge o~ 

texts. 

This chapter presents a review o~ literature which 

~ocuses on ~ive areas: The ~irst section contains the two 

theoretical perspectives: metacognitive theory and schema 

theory which generated the studies in learning strategies and 

the comprehension process. The second section ~ocuses on 

studies that were designed to increase students' text 

processing strategies. The third section concentrates on 

learning strategies students used to help them learn ~rom 

di~~erent types o~ texts. The ~ourth section stresses types 

o~ texts used by college students in acquiring in~ormation 

~or learning. The ~i~th section presents some conclusions 

regaFding the ~indings and methodologie·s o~ metacognitive 

theory FeseaFch. 
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Theo~etical Pe~spectives in 

Lea~ning St~ategy 
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Although histo~ically colleges and unive~sities have not 

been leade~s in the a~eas OT ~emedial and basic ~eading 

p~ograms, "open doo~" policies a~e TO~cing educato~s to ~e-

examine thei~ programs. Since ~eading is the basis OT most 

college courses, it seems logical to suppose that when 

students Tind reading easy, positive attitudes towa~ds 

~eading TO~ inTo~mation develops. Students ente~ing colleges 

and unive~sities do not have enough basic learning skills and 

st~ategies TO~ independent lea~ning to acquir8 inTormation 

T~om ~eading thei~ texts <Simpson, 1986>. Demographic, 

technological, social and economic changes a~e TOrcing 

unive~sities and individuals to TOcus on college ~eading 

prog~ams (Simpson, 1986; B~own, 1984>. 

Metacognitive Theo~y 

Metacognition is inTluencing educational envi~onments 

and making a tremendous impact on students in va~ious age 

groups. College students are g~eatly aTTected, because the 

metacognitive theory suggests that to be successTul~ it is 

essential to inc~ease the students• consciousness OT 

themselves as lea~ners, and to develop an awa~e, reTlective 

app~oach to lea~ning <Andre & Anderson, 1978-79; Palincsar, 

1982; Wong & Jones, 1982). In other wo~ds, students must 

know the speciTic task as well as the type OT ~elevant 

encoding activities to engage in. so that the activities will 



enhance learning. These metacognitive activities develop 

with age and experience <Brown, 1985). 

Many researchers and theorists have advocated that the 

active and strategic use o+ learning strategies can improve 

comprehension (Anderson, 1980; Weinstein, 1982; Rothkop+~ 

1981 ) • Comprehension is a process in which the student 

brings a complex set o+ knowledge, prior experiences, and 

other +actors and translate them into a meaning+ul message. 

According to Goodman, 

" <Reading> involves an interaction between 
thought and language. E++icient reading does 
not result +rom precise perception and 
identi+ication o+ all elements, but +rom skills 
in selecting the +ewest, most productive cues 
necessary to produce guesses which are right 
the +irst time, " <p.108). 

To be conscious and to learn involve the students' 

awareness o+ what is needed to per+orm e++ectively to meet 

the demands in given tasks, identi+ying important parts o+ 
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the texts and +ocus on these when learning. Baker and Brown 

(1984> suggested that any attempt to achieve reading 

comprehension must involve metacognition. 

Metacognition is one's awareness and one's conscious 

control o+ one's cognitive actions. Certain researchers 

<Rumelhart, 1980; Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, & Goetz, 

1977> had +urther expanded on works done by Bartlett <1932) 

and Ausubel (1963> on prior knowledge to +ormulate the schema 

theorv, which accounts +or the way students learn, 

understand, ~nd remember what they have read. Brown < 1980 > 

+urther expanded on metacognition to include cognitive 
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actions which she termed comprehension, cognitive monitoring 

and cognitive regulation. In other words students who are 

involved in cognitive monitoring throughout the reading 

processes, keep themselves on the right track and check 

themselves on comprehension +ailures. Once comprehension 

+ails7 cognitive monitoring is replaced by cognitive 

regulation. Cognitive regulation would decide which step to 

take to solve the problems according to the task on hand. 

The problem may be ignored i+ it is considered as 

insigni+icant and the reading process continues; i+ 

comprehension +ails completely, e++orts would be made to 

solve it by using appropriate strategies <Baker & Brown, 

1984). These are the active use o+ metacognitive knowledge 

durina reading. 

Metacognitive knowledge includes "knowledge about 

cognition and regulation o+ cognition which involve the 

development and use o+ compensatory strategies" <Brown, 1985. 

p. 353). The author explained compensatory strategies as a 

variety o+ metacognitive strategies, such as, task 

recognition, sampling, selecting, in+erring, predicting. 

con+irming, planning and evaluating. Together, metacognitive 

knowledge and appropriate strategies will enable students to 

reach their academic goals. Brown +urther stated that good 

students plan and use strategy to meet the demands o+ the 

learning situation. This conscious coordination is 

metacognition <Brown, 1980; Baker & Brown, 1984) and its 

activities are metacognitive. 
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Metacognitive development is related to both age and 

experiences <Brown, 1980; Garner, 1987; Flavell, 1978). 

According to them, when students grow older chronologically, 

their added experience makes it easier ~or them to learn 

metacognitive knowledge and learning strategies. Students 

who do not already have the metacognitive knowledge need to 

be trained. Baker and Brown (1984) pointed out that college 

reading and study skills programs o~ten ~ailed because 

students are "blindly ~ollowing rules instead o~ being 

conscious and learning to learn" .(p. 10) . In essence, those 

students who did not develop themselves as active agents and 

are unaware o~ their own cognitive activities will not learn. 

Baker and Brown (1984) stressed that college students who are 

older, able to plan ahead, monitor and evaluate will 

de~initely achieve success. 

Weisberg and Balajthy <1986) indicated that teaching 

students to recognize the text's structure has led to greater 

gains in students' comprehension. With the trend in reading 

to provide students with declarative (knowing that>, 

procedural (knowing how>, and conditional knowledge (knowing 

what> regarding learning strategies, educators will have to 

make e~~orts to exploit these services (Simpson, 1986, Bliss 

and Mueller, 1987>. 

Baker (1974> ~ound that studying di~~erent subjects 

demand di~~erent approaches, especially in universities where 

all learning comes ~rom independent reading. Because 85/. o~ 

college learning involves independent reading, it becomes 
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necessa~y fo~ students to know how to inte~act with texts 

<Bake~. 1974). Students who a~e metacognitively awa~e of 

thei~ abilities <st~engths and weaknesses) will be able to 

t~ansfe~ and solve thei~ academic p~oblems bette~. If the 

students can find a f~amewo~k within which to fit new facts, 

thai~ past expe~ience. thai~ expectancies. and thai~ lea~ning 

st~ategies then the students will advance in thai~ academic 

ca~ee~s. 

B~own and he~ associates <1976. 1979. 1980~ 1982, 1984~ 

1985> through extensive research concluded that many students 

have been victims of "blind t~aining" because inst~ucto~s did 

not explain to them during the instructional p~ocess the real 

significance of the tara8t~d st~ategy~ no~ inform them about 

the when, where, and how to employ each strategy. The~efore, 

the students who a~e underp~epared followed either a patte~n 

of comprehension p~actice which is simila~ to those at lowe~ 

levels <Durkin. 1978-1979) or a repertoi~e of strategies 

which a~e inefficient for independent lea~ning <Simpson, 

1985) • The research studies also indicated that strategies 

do enhance lea~ning if students a~e mo~e aware of the 

st~ategic natu~e of ~eading and cont~ol the lea~ning process 

<B~own, 1985; Simpson, 1986). 

At the college level. readinq to learn from.texts fo~ms 

almost all learning. Since some textbooks and inst~uctors do 

not p~ovide adequate learning strategy cues for students~ 

many students a~e finding it difficult to cope with the 

college expe~ience. Because effective st~ategies a~e based 
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on metacognitive awareness, students must be able to realize 

i~ they had understood the in+ormation they had read ~rom the 

texts. At the secondary levels o~ education most students 

have developed their ability to read and learn ~rom texts and 

printed materials. The ability to learn +rom texts is 

general reading achievement whereby students acquire 

in~ormation, vocabulary, and concepts. This ability o~ten 

continues to develop throughout a person's li~etime <Bloom, 

1971). 

Singer and Donlan (1989) asserted that learning +rom 

texts is a process that is highly correlated with general 

mental ability. Students are more apt to paraphrase, 

summarize, anticipate test items, take notes, relate 

materials to prior and personal experiences, speculate and 

make in+erences, visualize, and read with a de+inite purpose 

in mind i+ they are aware as well as able to re+lect and 

regulate their own cognitive processes <Brown, 1982>. 

However, researchers also concluded that students 

entering colleges.do not have a well balanced repertoire o+ 

e++ective independent learning strategies. Tierney, 

LaZansky, and Schallert's (1982) study found that students 

utilized a very restricted range o+ learning strategies. 

The subjects rarely used strategies when reading textual 

in~ormation, when they do, thev o~ten chose to memorize 

portions o+ chapters and complete instructor prepared 

questions and activities as their only method o+ study. 

Simpson <1983> studied 395 +irst semester ~reshmen 
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substantiated Tierney's et al. study. Simpson ~ound that 

these college ~reshmen utilized restricted or ine~~ective 

strategies and were reluctant to exchange their existing 

strategies ~or better and more mature learning strategies. 

Most students are not metacognitively aware o~ the activities 

involved in independent learning <Brown, Brans~ord, Ferrera, 

& Campione, 1982). 

Some research concentrated on the important ways o~ how 

students can be actively involved in reconstructing 

in~ormation ~rom text <Orlando, 1980). Activities which 

involve comprehension, reasoning, reading and evaluating have 

presently been recognized as metacognitive skills or 

strategies. The Tundamental assumption OT metacognition in 

the context OT reading is that readers know about their own 

cognitive abilities and the compatibility between themselves 

as readers and the demands OT all reading situations <Brown, 

1985) • The metacognitive abilities OT regulation o~ 

coonition, are the salT-regulatory mechanisms that students 

use during an ongoing attempt to solve problems. Baker and 

Brown (1984) noted that m6nitoring is a requirement in 

reading: 

Reading Tor meaning is essentially an attempt 
to comprehend, and any attempt to comprehend 
must involve comprehension monitoring ••• 
Comprehension monitoring activities are 
implicitly, if not explicitlv, incorporated 
into several recent models of comprehension. 
These theories view comprehension as an active 
process of hypothesis testing or schema build
inq Readers make hypotheses about the most 
plausible interpretation of the text as they 
are reading and testing these hypotheses 
against the available information. (p. 355) 



According to Baker and Brown <1984) comprehension 

monitoring is a part o+ comprehension related to the 

interpretation o+ the meaning o+ the text. However, 

Brown <1985) stated that the: 

" indices o+ metacognition include planning 
one's next move, checking the outcome o+ any 
strategy one might use, monitoring the e++ective
ness o+ any attempted action, testing, revising 
and evaluating one's strategies +or learning," 
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are essential skills and are age dependent. I+ the students 

can make predictions o+ what is going to happen next, they 

are more likely to +oresee some impending problems; thus, 

they would be in a good position to adopt appropriate 

strategies to solve these problems. 

Myers and Paris (1978>, +or example, compared two age 

groups o+ students who reported using a variety o+ 

strategies. They interviewed the students about their 

knowledge o+ person, task, and strategy variables related to 

reading. The students' answers to the eighteen questions 

showed that younger readers do not understand cognitive 

aspects o+ reading as well as older students. The older 

students had better understanding about strategies such as 

skimming, rereading, and paraphrasing and how to use 

strategies more +lexibly under di++erent conditions. 

(1982> in a simiJar study +ound the results to be the same 

even though students are in higher age groups. 

In 1984, Forrest-Pressley and Waller conducted a study 

which administered a wide battery o+ reading and cognitive 

tasks to 72 third and 72 sixth graders. The subjects were 
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divided into high, average, and low reading ability groups. 

The researchers measured the students' awareness about 

reading and cognitive performance. They found that the 

subjects' use of strategies and their ability to report 

their thinking verbally improved with age and reading 

ability. 

Mitchell and Irwin (1985> investigated the reading 

strategies of 100 junior high school students. The groups 

consisted of 50 gifted and 50 non-gifted students. The 

criteria for gifted selection included IQ score of 130 and 

higher, the teacher recommendations, and parents verification 

of student giftedness. The researchers found that gifted 

students are more able to generate ideas and reorganize 

information in reading situations, they use a wide variety 

of reading strategies when compared to the non-gifted group. 

Baker and Brown <1984> in several studies showed 

that children below the seventh grade had difficulty 

selecting main ideas from the texts by simply rereading, 

whereas college students underlined, summarized, took notes, 

and highlighted main ideas. They concluded that the 

development of strategies in learning are "late 

developmental skills because students require a fine degree 

of sensitivity to the demands of learning from texts". 

They also found that the students• awareness scores were 

significantly correlated with strategy use and recall 

performance. 

Garner and Kraus <1981-1982> analyzed the correlations 
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between metacognition and ~eading. They examined the 

~elation between students' knowledge o+ st~ategies and thei~ 

~eading pe~+o~mance. The students we~e grouped as good and 

poo~ ~eade~s. Fi~st, the students we~e interviewed about 

thei~ knowledge o+ ~eading strategies. A couple o+ weeks 

late~ the same students we~e administered an error detection 

task to assess their metacognitive reading skills. The 

researchers +ound that there is a signi+icant correlation 

between the students' knowledge o+ comp~ehension strategies 

and per+ormance on reading awareness tasks. This suggested 

that good readers' responses indicated the impo~tance o+ 

+ocusing on meaning construction as a goal o+ reading and 

described use+ul and appropriate strategies needed to obtain 

that goal. Students +ocusing on meaning as a goal o+ 

reading depends upon other +actors such as organization o+ 

text, succeeding content, and previous background o+ 

students. 

Some researchers <Myers & Paris, 1978; Garne~ & K~aus, 

1981-1982) +ound that metacognition has been assessed by 

observing students' awareness o+ ~eading/comp~ehension 

processes in relation to text-processing st~ategies. 

Evidence +o~ metacognition comes +~om inte~views and open

ended questions which are used to assess students' reading 

goals, c~ite~ia used to evaluate thei~ own ~eading, and the 

strategies they used to help recall in+o~mation in the text, 

a+ter ~eading and per+orming speci+ic tasks. 

Current metacognitive researche~s view students as 
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active information processors, interpreters, and synthesizers 

using a large variety of strategies to learn from texts. 

Reading, comprehension, and learning strategies are some 

of the complex variety of learning activities which students 

use to enhance their learning. Even though, some students 

may already have knowledge of learning strategies, not all 

students are proficient and spontaneous in using them when 

the situations arise <Simpson, 1986). 

Simpson <1983) pointed out that students who want to 

improve their independent learninq strategies should be 

taught how to analyze the variables that interact to affect 

their performances. The author provided four factors of an 

interactive model of independent learning: 

1. Task characteristics. Successful learners 
structure and adapt their reading strategies to what 
they already know about the task. The more 
specifically students can characterize and define a 
task, the more successful their learning will be. 

2. Text characteristics. Successful learners 
analyze the text they are to read because they 
realize that each content area, each author, and 
each textbook format places differential 
responsibilities upon the reader. They know how to 
fully utilize summaries, boldface headings and 
italicized words, relationship signals~ and 
statements emphasizing particular ideas as 
important. They also are sensitive to the typical 
patterns of development, such as cause-effect, 
comparison-contrast, definition, and 
generalization- example. 

3. Learner characteristics. Successful learners 
have a self-awareness of their own cognitive 
resources, strengths, and weaknesses. They draw 
upon their prior experiences and existing schemata 
to make unfamiliar textual material more 
meaningful. Most importantly, they have developed 
some self-regulatory mechanisms to facilitate their 
attempts to read, solve, and learn from text. 
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4. Learner processes and strategies. Success~ul 

learners have a well-balanced repertoire o~ 
cognitive and metacognitive strategies and processes 
they can appropriately employ and evaluate +or a 
speci~ic task ~rom a designated text. Because they 
realize that the e~~ectiveness o+ any study strategy 
depends upon how it is utilized and whether it meets 
the demands of the speci+ic task~ they care~ully 
select and employ strategies to avoid a wholesale 
utilization of any on technique. <p.24) 

According to Simpson (1983) such an interactive model 

would have an impact on the methodology o~ developmental 

education. This has lead to the growing interest in guided 

practice and transfer of control from teacher to student so 

that strategies can be self-initiated and generalized 

<Pearson, & Gallagher, 1983). 

Raphael and McKinney <1983> conducted a study to teach 

students question-answer routines known as QARs. A group of 

teachers were trained to use the QAR technique and then 

taught the strategy for ten weeks to heighten 5th and 8th 

graders' awareness of explicitly stated or implied 

information in text. Students' comprehension improved 

significantly for ~th graders in trained condition, 

especially for those with low to average reading abilities. 

The researchers found that training teachers to deliver 

strategy instruction with regular and supplemental materials 

was valid and successful. 

The current researchers <Brown, Armbruster, & Baker, 

1984; Day, 1980; and Brown & Smiley, 1978) were able to 

conclude that young and poor readers often do not use 

effective strategies for monitoring and constructing meaning 
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from texts, but when taught the effective strategy they 

improved. These researchers also found that learn1ng 

strategies serviceable for college students include: 

underlining <Brown and Smiley, 1978), note-taking <Brown & 

Smiley, 1978), comprehension, retention, and summarization 

<Day, 1980), text structure and thematic outlining 

<Armbruster, 1979), and self-questioning <Andre and Anderson, 

1978). 

Baker and Brown <1984> stressed that the ooor learning 

strategies were traced to students• lack of awareness about 

effective strategies and inadequate knowledge of text 

features, but when students were trained to use strategies to 

a level where students were able to emoloy, monitor, check, 

and evaluate the strategies used, effective learning results. 

The close relationship of learning strategies, reading and 

learning makes it difficult to isolate them. Biggs <1985) 

argued that the automatic use of learning strategies allow 

students to be competent in selecting appropriate strategies 

to fit the task in hand. Baker and Brown <1985) pointed out 

that no matter what the reasons for their approaches to 

l~arning, students must be aware of their l~arning strategies 

if they want to meet the demands of prescribed tasks. 

Therefore, helping students to find learning strategies that 

fit their academic situation is likely to be more effective. 

Otherwise. college students' personal, intellectual, and 

social development will suffer from the pressures created by 

the use of relatively inefficient learning strategies, and 



and lack knowledge in the ~eading and lea~ning p~ocess 

<Danse~eau. 1978). 

Ba~tlett and Knoblock (1988) suggested that once 

lea~ning st~ategies a~e b~ought to the metacognitive 

<awa~eness) level, college students will be able to monito~ 

and ~egulate them acco~ding to the demands o~ the tasks. 

Fo~ example. King, Biggs, and Lipsky (1984) compa~ed 
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the e~~ects o~ student-gene~ated p~equestions and summa~ies 

as st~ategies among college ~~eshmen en~olled in 

developmental ~eading classes. Eighty-seven expe~imental 

students eithe~ ~eceived t~aining in ph~asing and answe~1ng 

questions while ~eading o~ in const~ucting summa~ies o~ text 

segments. A cont~ol g~oup was also used. The ~esults 

suggested that summa~y gene~alization is especially useful in 

studying ~o~ objective type tests. The g~oup which was 

t~ained in summa~izing had highs~ test sco~es than the 

cont~ol g~oup~ The self-questioning g~oup, outpe~fo~med both 

the cont~ol and the summa~izing groups in the objective test. 

The sel~-questioning and questions ~equi~e thinking which 

enhances per~ormances a~e bette~ than those simply calling 

attention to main points o~ the texts. These t~aining 

sessions se~ved to ~educe the tendency to p~actice imprope~ 

lea~ning behavior and discover strategies that have been 

e~~ective to various learning situations. 

Results of these studies suggest that students can be 

success~ully taught to develop metacognitive skills (Singer 
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and Donlan, 1982; Palincsar and Brown, 1984). These studies 

showed improved comprehension o~ students a~ter being taught 

to generate their own questions based on students• cognitive 

knowledge o~ the learning processes. The results suggested 

that the treatment group included signi~icantly more major 

in~ormation in their summaries, although the inclusion o~ 

minor in~ormation did not di~~er between treatment and 

control groups. They also ~ound comprehension level 

improved when students and teacher took turns "teaching" 

in~ormation ~rom passages by way o~ summarizing, 

questioning, clari~ying, and predicting. These studies 

indicated that learning strategies and the ability to use, 

monitor, check and evaluate the learning strategies employed 

are most success~ul to per~ormance. 

Schema Theor'y 

The reading comprehension orocess depends on the 

interaction o~ many ~actors. Among the internal and 

external ~actors are person <learner>, text, task, and 

strategies. Although the reader and the text represent 

the major +actors, reading comprehension is viewed by 

reading researchers as an active process o~ hypothesis 

testing or schema building. Previous research has shown a 

relationship between prior knowledge and knowledge o~ text 

structure also do in~luence comprehension <A~~lerbach, 1986). 

Singer and Donlan (1982) stated that although schema theory 



has been much applied in reading comprehension research, 

tying it with learning strategy instruction to improve 

students' processing o~ text is ~airly recent. A number of 

empirical investigations have produced ~indings that appear 

to support this theory (eg. Brad~ord & Johnson, 1973; 

Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert, & Goetz, 1977). 

Schema is a cognitive structure or organization of the 

knowledge students have related to an idea, thing, or 
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concept <Anderson, 1977). 

experiences or background. 

Schemas are derived ~rom students' 

Therefore, the schema theory 

proposed that when reading text, the readers use their prior 

knowledge and the context o~ the situation to interpret and 

recall new in~ormation. In relation to reading the 

~undamental assumption o~ the schema theory is that written 

text does not in itsel~ carry meaning. A text provides 

direction ~or the readers as to how they retrieve or 

construct the intended meaning ~rom their own previously 

acquired knowledge or experiences <Anderson, 1977). This 

indicates readers activating the schema. Words in the text 

evoke associated concepts, interrelationships, and potential 

interrelationships. Schema are, there~ore, ~arms o~ control 

processors that determine comprehension o~ in~ormation. 

In addition, Bartlett (1932> re~erred to schema as "an active 

organization o~ past reactions or past experience" <p.201). 

A "schema" is a model of knowledge gained ~rom a 

person's experience o~ a situation or event. Educators must 

guide students to think about the interconnections among 
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ideas as they ~ead, since low p~io~ knowledge students need 

text st~uctu~e clues +o~ aiding thai~ comp~ehension. The 

"active o~ganization o+ past ~eactions o~ past expe~ience" is 

the const~uctive cha~acte~ o+ ~emembe~ing in a lea~ning 

situation <Ande~son, 1977). B~ans+o~d (1979) had a~gued that 

in+o~mation can be p~ocessed at di++e~ent levels, and that 

the deeps~ the level o+ p~ocessing, the mo~e likely it is 

that the in+o~mation will be ~stained in long~te~m memo~y. 

Ba~tlett <1932) +i~st int~oduced the basic idea of 

schema in accounting +o~ changes in the memo~y o+ students 

ove~ time as tending to be mo~e app~oximate to the +amilia~. 

The impo~tance o+ p~io~ knowledge in ~eading has been well 

documented <Ande~son, 1977; Ande~son & Pea~son, 1984; 

Rumelha~t, 1980). Resea~ch on adult schema e++ects on 

unde~standing and lea~ning +~om text came +~om a se~ies of 

studies fo~m the Cents~ +o~ the Study of Reading at the 

Unive~sity o+ Illinois, U~bana. Resea~che~s f~om the cents~ 

like Ande~son, Revnolds, Schalle~t, and Goetz (1977) +ound 

that adult subjects used thei~ backg~ound expe~iences and 

li+e situations to p~ocess text mate~ials. Since wo~ds 

typically occu~ in contexts examples in sentences, labels, on 

signs, and othe~s; students have g~eate~ unde~standing of 

what the wo~ds mean, because they a~e ~eading +o~ meaning. 

The o~oanization o+ the text helps ~eade~s to select among 

these conceptual complexes. Thus, schema dete~mines how 

~eade~s' knowledge inte~acts and shapes the info~mation on 

the page and dete~mine how that knowledge should be o~ganized 
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to suppo~t the inte~action. This ~esults in learning. 

With their ability to activate their prio~ knowledge, monitor 

their comprehension and ~etention lea~ning is improved <Brown, 

Armbruster & Baker, 1984). 

Anderson <1985) explained that "comp~ehension is a 

matter o+ activating o~ constructing a schema that provides a 

coherent explanation o+ objects and events mentioned in the 

text". To understand comprehension, there is a need to +ocus 

on the relationship between the text and the reade~'s 

immediate cognitive-perceptual situation. The reader's 

cognitive-perceptual situation is the mental +ormation the 

reader has while reading the text. Comprehension in this 

instance is the result o+ the interaction between the text 

and the immediate situation that the reader is in or the task 

he has to per+orm. Then, schema is viewed as the 

construction and reconstruction of experiences of students. 

it is a model of knowledge gained from experience. where each 

students• exoerience o+ a situation o~ event will be 

dif+erent. 

This was illustrated in a series o+ experiments by 

s~ans+ord and Johnson <1973). They explained that 

"comprehension results only when the comp~ehende~ had 

suf+icient linguistic in+ormation to use the cues specified 

in the input <text> in order +or him to create some semantic 

context that allows him to understand," (p.246). Fo~ 

example, in one experiment, a g~oup of subjects were given a 

passage concerning a young man's use o+ balloons to attract 
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a young woman living in a high-~ise apa~tment. Upon ~eading 

the passage with no context p~ovided, the subjects could 

~emembe~ little OT it. The subjects ~ated this passage ve~v 

di~~icult to unde~stand. Anothe~ g~oup o~ subjects we~e 

shown a pictu~e (a) Tigu~e 1 beTore reading the passage. The 

researchers ~ound that the subjects could comprehend and 

~emember the passage easily. The third group 

OT subjects who were shown the (b) picture in ~igure 1 

remembered no more than the Tirst group that did not receive 

the picture. The researchers concluded that what is 

critical ~or the comprehension is a schema accounting Tor the 

relationship among the elements. Brans~ord (1979) also 

argued that prior knowledge must be activated "in order to 

~acilitate one's current abilities to understand and learn 

<p. 135). 

Baker and Brown <1984> stated that when students read 

they Torm hypotheses against the inTormation Trom the text. 

IT no reasonable hypotheses are reached, comprehension 

Tails. The authors concluded that these hypotheses are 

metacognitive skills and that these skills are o+ten 

unconscious e++orts a+ter certain level OT autonomy has been 

achieved. However, Gambrell and Heathington (1981>, 

compared 28 adult poor readers in a Right to Read Academy 

with 28 colleoe students. These authors +ound that the low 

literate adults' awareness about reading was comparable to 8 

or 9 yea~ old children. Their results suggested that reading 

level metacognition is more closely related to reading 



skills than to ch~onological age. Bake~ and B~own (1984) 

att~ibuted the inc~ease in students' achievement to the 

control of the cognitive activities they engage in as they 

~sad and lea~n. 

Whimbey and Whimbey (1975> found that a la~ge pe~cent 

of high school students who had ~eading difficulties have 

comp~ehension p~oblems ~esulting f~om their inability to 
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follow, inte~p~et and answe~ questions efficiently. Kintsch, 

and Van Oijik (1978) stated that text ~efe~ential and 

semantic cohe~ence cannot be on the text only because of 

the limited working memo~y capacity. The ~eade~s need to 

und~~stand that the p~ocessing of the text is unde~ the 

cont~ol of schema. Kintsch, and van Oijk <1983) explained 

that lea~ning st~ategies a~e essential tools to ~eading 

comp~ehension because they "pe~tain to a global way of 

deciding in advance which kinds of action alte~natives will 

be taken along a cou~se of action" (p.77). They suggested 

that fo~ students to achieve unde~standing of the text, even 

though a pa~ticula~ specific task dete~mines its level of 

unde~standing, the students need to possess both the ability 

to apply effective st~ategies, and then self-evaluate its 

effectiveness. 

Metacognitive ~esea~che~s suggest that ~eade~s· 

successes diffe~ as they ~ead from diffe~ent content a~eas 

as a ~esult of the complex interaction between the text and 

the learns~ <Armb~uste~, Echols, and Brown, 1982). They 

pointed out that successful reading is dependent upon: 



the text (its di++iculty and st~ucture~ the 
inte~est and +amilia~ity the ~eade~ has with 
the text>; sto~age and ~et~ieval 
~equirements o+ the task to be per+o~med; 
st~ategies the ~eade~ utilizes to sto~e and 
ret~ieve in+o~mation +rom the text; the 
learner characteristics including the 
reader's ability and motivation (pp.54-55>. 
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However, the literature on previous knowledge <Schemas> 

is mixed with that o+ whether making readers more aware o+ 

what they know be+ore reading in+ormational text will lead to 

an improvement in their comprehension o+ the text. Lipson 

(1983) reported that the quality o+ the reader's existing 

background knowledge must be considered. Hynd and 

Alvermann (1986b) +ound that the students who read 

~e+utation text pe~+o~med bette~ on the two comprehension 

tests (short answer and true/+alse> than did those students 

in the non~e+utation text groups. The authors explained 

that students who gene~ally have di++iculties in lea~ning 

+rom text~ may bene+it +~om text that explicitly points out 

incong~uences. When the students a~e aware o+ the 

incongruences they a~e mo~e likely to modi+y o~ co~~ect any 

misconceptions they have as a result o+ ~eading the text 

<Kinstch & Yarbrough, 1982>. 

Metacognitive Strategies Training: Using 

Di++erent Types o+ Text 

Learning is very much dependent on that prior, existing 

knowledge and being st~ategic. Brans+ord (1979) suggested 

that what lea~ners do with newly learned in+ormation 

in+luences what they remember. Students lea~n these 
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~actors do not operate in isolation but, instead, interact in 

complex ways to in+luence learning and remembering. 

In recent years, studies have shown that metacognitive 

strategy training can improve reading comprehension. In 

1987, Dewitz, Carr, and Parberg trained students to use 

various strategies to improve in~erential comprehension. The 

students were divided into ~our groups, one control and three 

treatment groups which received special instructions. Group 

one was taught to use structured overviews to identi~y key 

in~ormation and hierarchial relations in text. Group two was 

instructed to combine both their syntactic and semantic 

knowledge to insert appropriate words in cloze passages. 

These students were also taught to use a sel~-monitoring 

checklist to help them to evaluate their answers. Group 

three was trained on both the structured overview and the 

cloze procedures. These three intervention groups were 

compared to the control group which only received vocabulary 

instruction and supplementary activities. 

The training sessions took place during 40-minute social 

studies classes spread over an 8-week period. The 

researchers ~ound that the cloze procedure was signi~icantly 

superior to the structured overview in promotion in~erential 

comprehension. The results suggested group two which 

received cloze strategy training had higher metacognitive 

scores and the students were more aware o~ the correctness 

o~ their answers. The researchers argued that in~erential 

comprehension can be improved by increasing students• 



awareness o~ the relation between prior knowledge and the 

cues provided in text. 

Ausubel (1968) explained that meaning~ul learning 

incorporates the new knowledge into the existing cognitive 

structure o~ the learner. Another studv by Annis and Annis 

<1982) ~ound that as students grew older they tend to use a 

large variety of learning strategies. According to the 
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~indings, 60% o~ the students ~rom grades six to eight used 

"read only" strategies compared to 47% in grades 10 to 12. 

with only 13% utilizing the same strategy at college level. 

The popular strategies used by college students were ~ound 

to be reading, rereading, underlining, summarizing and note

taking ~rom text. 

Even though college students have a repertoire o~ 

strategies, studies by Tierney, LaZansky, and Schallert 

(1982>, and Simpson (1983> showed that students tend to have 

an over reliance on a single particular strategy ~or most 

tasks regardless o~ the type o~ text. Studies have also 

concluded that students o~ di~~erent reading ability levels 

tend to use the same strategies to gain meaning regardless o~ 

content area <Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson, 1978; Goetz, 

1984; Guzzetti, 1984>. 

Day <1986> conducted a series o~ studies in which 

Junior College students were taught summarization skills. In 

these studies the students were taught rules ~or writing a 

summary. Explicit and direct training such as modeling how 

to mark text, delete irrelevant and redundant in~ormation. 



and to underline important ideas were provided. The authm-

documented a signi+icant relationship between training and 

comprehension because o~ the importance o~ integrating 

explicit training with sel+-management skills. 
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Biggs <1985) maintained that helping students to become 

aware o+ their learning would improve students' schema. And 

at the same time teaching them a repertoire o~ strategies to 

choose +rom will enhance their learning since learning is 

related to schema. 

Howe <1987) suggested that "newlv acquired cognitive 

strategies and new learning skills must become habitual i+ 

they are to be +ully utilized: care is needed to ensure that 

there are su++icient opportunities +or repeated use'' (p.144). 

His study pointed out that consistent use o~ the new 

strategies learned are important to the students. 

Smith (1982) contended that some teachers had not 

trained students to "take charge" o~ their own learning. 

Teachers need to share planning, monitoring, and evaluating 

roles with their students to ensure the trans~er o~ learning 

+rom teacher-controlled to student-controlled. When students 

have learned to control their own learning they will engage 

in deliberate, plan+ul 7 conscious learning, then these 

students will ultimately assume responsibility. These 

studies pointed out that students who are aware o+ their 

own learning potentials are more in+luenced by attending to 

strategies and interacting them in such a wav that thev are 

related to the existing organization. 
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The review OT literature so Tar suggests the Tollowing: 

1) metacognitive development diTTers among all levels OT 

students and all age groups. 2) metacognition tends to 

improve with age and develops more adequately with 

appropriate instruction. 3) College-level students seem to 

demonstrate some OT the metacognitive skills but may possess 

deTiciencies. 4) Some OT the speciTic strategies to aid text 

mastery are skimming, scanning, note-taking, summarizing, 

previewing, outlining, signal words, selective questioning, 

and application. 

The Relationship Between Reading 

Comprehension and Text 

Reading comprehension is the reader's understanding OT 

a text. The proper understanding OT the text requires a 

mental representation OT what has been described in the 

text, then select main points, and drawing inTerences, and 

take planned activities to ensure that the material is 

comprehensible and memorable. Despite the layman's concept 

that comprehension is just reading the text TOr inTormation, 

studies have proven that without the ability to construct 

internal representation which correspond to the text, a 

reader will not be able to retrieve much inTormation TOr 

recall <Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Taylor, 1980). 

Even though comprehension was described by Bloom as one 

OT the lower levels OT understanding, it is understanding and 

communication and making use OT text materials that lead 
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students to achieve lea~ning success <Bloom, 1965). 

Cu~~ently, the planned activities a~e te~med as comp~ehension 

st~ategies which Tie~ney and Cunningham (1984) defined as 

"those cognitive activities which good t-eade~s engage in to 

foste~ comp~ehension. Students are viewed as active 

participants who a~e involve in a transaction between the 

mind of the reade~ and the language of the text" (p. 8). The 

kind of decision-making ~squired after ~eading is the 

selection of ideas that will be inco~po~ated in the students 

fo~ long te~m memo~y. In the p~ocess of const~ucting, 

deleting, generalizing, and making infe~ences on the text, 

the students also need to gene~ate new texts based on thei~ 

comprehension of the text read. 

Hare <1981) studied college students• awa~eness of 

their learning strategies using passages which required high 

and low p~ior knowledge. She found that the ability to 

discuss reading problems and st~ategies, the quantity of 

comp~ehension monitoring comments, and the number and kinds 

of st~ategies used were all associated with reading 

p~oficiency. In addition, Frank Smith (1979) a~gued that 

"comprehension is essential -for learning and lea~ning is the 

basis of comcrehension". He strongly suggested that 

comprehension and learning cannot be separated. 

Kieras (1982) used the "Given-New Strategy" a p~oblem

solving approach, to show that readers compute the relations 

between propositions. Propositions are the basic units o-f 

meaning which express essentially the immediate content of a 



passage <Kintsch, 1974). 
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Reading is processed by the reader 

linking what is new with what is already known. Kieras 

showed that when the subjects were asked to recall the 

passage read, only the "macropositions" were retrieved. The 

subjects made certain hypotheses of what the passages 

were about. Then they made use of their previous knowledge 

to either accept or reject incoming "micropositions". The 

researcher found that it was easier for the readers to 

process and retain in memory a proposition that was built up 

from old, already familiar element than to process 

propositions which introduce new concepts into the text. 

Therefore, the authors concluded that what students know 

about a topic greatly influences how well they comprehend and 

remember what they read. 

In addition, Anderson <1984) stated that reading 

comprehension is to be considered an interaction of the 

individual reader's expectations with textual information. 

The interaction of the reader and text to obtain the 

information is "the initial focusing of attention~ the 

subsequent encoding, of the information attended to, and the 

retrieval of the information as required by the criterion 

task" < p. 220 > • 

Bloom <1965) formulated a taxonomy of hierarchial 

levels: ( 1) Knowledge (2) Comprehension <3> Application 

<4> Analysis (5) Synthesis <6>Evaluation. Interestingly, 

Bloom asserts that simple behaviors build on others to form 

more complex behaviors. Cognitive psychologists believe 
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that cognitive structures must be taught to students along 

with content so that students can understand content better. 

However, John Naisbitt (1982), author o~ Megatrend said 

that in this in~ormation age, it is important that education 

emphasize thinking, learning, and creating. For example, 

students should be taught how to think, how to learn and how 

to be creative. It is insu~~icient ~or educators to teach 

students content, +acts and +igures. Naisbitt asserted that 

students must be taught how to study so that they can take 

responsibility +or their own learning <Naisbitt. 1982). 

Similarly~ Whitt <1980), found that stress on specific 

skills, especially comprehension skills, during instruction, 

would improve proficiency level in college students. 

Garner and Alexander <1981) in a series of studies using 

short passages, asked students to assist in editing the 

passages and to rate them for comprehensibility. In the 

1980 study, some passages contained "intrasential 

in~ormational inconsistencies'': some contained non-meaning-

changing polysyllabic words. They found that poor 

comprehenders identified the inconsistencies to be 

interfering with comprehension. In another study, Garner 

and Kraus (1982) found that poor comprehenders were 

unsuccessful at ~inding inconsistencies in the passages. 

The good comprehenders were successful at finding the 

inconsistencies. Readers who do not comprehend well tend to 

be less aware of their lack o~ understanding, and assume 

that most texts make little sense or are too difficult for 



them. 

Supposedly, college students are accomplished learners 

who can cope with the ~act that words have di~~erent 

meanings in di~~erent contexts and they can use this 

knowledge to acquire in~ormation ( Anderson, & Armbruster~ 

1984). In addition, the importance o~ sel~-awareness and 

sel~-control during learning was recognized especially in 

college students. These abilities are necessary to enhance 

learning. Reading comprehension is there~ore an essential 

activity ~or anv learner in college. 
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In 1976-77, Olshavsky, studied comprehension strategies 

used by both good and poor students to comprehend and to 

solve problems in tasks. Readers were asked to read passages 

aloud, stopping at ~requent pre-determined and cued points to 

think out aloud about what was going on in their minds as 

they attempted to comprehend these passages. He ~ound that 

both good and poor readers used the same kinds o~ strategies, 

but good readers indicated that they used them more o~ten. 

In 1978 he repeated the investigation o~ strategies ~or 

comprehension and monitoring using materials o~ increasing 

di~~iculty. He ~ound that neither the good nor the poor 

students employ more strategies as the material di~~iculty 

increased. He concluded that students do not change 

strategies when text becomes more di~~icult. 

More recent observations o~ readers' use o~ strategies, 

had revealed that good readers tend to use the most 

e~~ective strategies to enhance text processing. Garner 



and Alexander <1982> investigated college students' 

anticipation o~ questions as a strategy aporoach. They 

~ound the students who stated that they used this strategy 

to anticipate the question per~ormed siqni~icantly better 

than those who used other strategies such as rereading, 
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adjustinq reading speed, and ~ocusing on details. Andre and 

Anderson <1978-79) pointed out that students who sel~

question seem to do better and that poor students used less 

sel~-questioning. However, when poor students were taught 

how to sel~-question, their recall was as high as that o~ 

the good readers. 

Similarly, Palincsar (1982) developed a proqram o~ 

corrective ~eedback and reciprocal questioning. Then she 

asked students about the text read, explained the correct 

answer and showed where it could be located in the text. The 

students are then encouraged to ask questions and when 

necessary she modeled the questions. When the student 

learned how to ask questions, their comprehension improved 

~rom an average o~· 15% to about 80% correct. These 

researchers concluded that sel~-questioning is an e~~ective 

strategy in learning. 

In college, recall o~ in~ormation is o~ten demanded, 

both verbatim recall <as in de~inition /vocabulary in test 

items>, and summary recall <when students are required to 

summarize/reconstruct essential meanings o~ a text). Since 

strategies are introduced to students by instructors at all 

grade levels, certain considerations need to be taken into 
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account. The learners' characteristics such as their 

background knowledge, text materials used, and the task are 

all important. Since reading is basically locating and 

extracting meaning at higher levels, college students are 

required to be highly proTicient at constructing overall 

meaning and are adept at Tinding meaningTul elements in text. 

Brown and her colleagues have done many studies OT 

diTTerences in the sensitivities OT good and poor readers to 

major idea units <Brown, 1981>. They Tound that students• 

responsiveness to major ideas develops slowly and late. In 

addition, they asserted that the capability to summarize also 

develops late TOr students. 

Brown and Smiley (1977) studied students ages 8, 10, 12, 

and 18 years old. These students were asked to rate the 

ideas OT complex stories according to their importance to the 

theme OT the passage. Their task included sorting each idea 

in the story into one OT the Tour groups ranging Tram least 

important to most important. The authors Tound that the 18 

year olds could distinguish TOUr levels OT importance to the 

theme. The 12 year olds assigned lowest scores to least 

important and higher scores to most important elements, and 

were not able to diTTerentiate intermediate levels OT 

importance. The 10 year olds could distinguish the highest 

level OT importance Tram all other levels. At 8 years old 

the subjects could make no reliable distinctions between 

levels OT importance. Subjects were asked to read and recall 

another story, aTter the rating task. Thev Tound that at all 
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age levels the most important ideas were most o~ten recalled. 

while the least important ideas were seldom recalled. The 

authors concluded that even without conscious awareness of 

the importance of ideas, vounger children still favored the 

important in~ormation in recall. Similarly Brown, Campione, 

and Day (1981) ~ound that more experienced students were able 

to abstract the signi~icant portions o~ text into summaries. 

whereas younger students produced summaries containing a 

mixture o~ major and minor points. The students' recall of 

information were mixed in younger children. 

These ~indings supported the ~act that students di~~er 

in age and ability in processing text and whether or not 

comprehension has been achieved. When students are able to 

success~ully identify and show that thev have been reflecting 

upon their comprehension and making judgements on their 

reading progress, they have done activities which are 

integral to metacognition. 

Learnina Strateaies 

Weaver <1977), provided a distinction between skills and 

strategies, she emphasized skills as techniques ~or 

identi~ying words and strategies as techniques for getting 

meaning. Reading is viewed there~ore as an attempt to help 

students learn how to learn. Students are also required to 

know the processes of learning, learnina strategies, and the 

ability to control and regulate strategies in order to learn 

efficiently <Baker & Brown 1984>. 
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Both reading and learning +rom text materials is 

demanded in college, so students must be able to choose 

strategies that aid recall o+ in+ormation to meet the goals. 

Learnino strategies are de+ined as "techniques, principles, 

or rules that will +acilitate the acquisition, manipulation, 

integration, storage and retrieval o+ in+ormation across 

situations and settings" <Alley and Deshler, 1979; p. 13>. 

Weinstein and MacDonald (1986>, stated that the 

e++ectiveness o+ intentional learning depends largely on the 

learner's knowledae about his/her own learning, and his/her 

ability to control the learning process. This concept o+ 

learner's knowledge about the learning process originated 

+rom cognitive psychology. Weinstein and MacDonald +urther 

de+ined learning strategies as "the type o+ thoughts and 

behaviors, as well as the processes used to create, 

implement, and monitor them" (c. 258). The authors 

classi+ied learning strategies into +our general categories: 

1) Knowledge acquisition strategies. 

2> comprehension monitoring strategies~ 

3> active study strategies, and 

4) support strategies (p. 258). 

According to Weinstein and MacDonald (1986> knowledge 

acquisition strategies are those techniques which include the 

organization and elaboration to make incoming in+ormation 

more meaning+ul. Those strategies enable the students to 

build upon the in+ormation they know or had learned to new 



in~ormation, able to make in~erences, draw conclusions, 

imagery and relating units into an organized whole. 
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Comprehension monitoring strategies are those that 

learners' use whenever they are acquiring in~ormation ~rom 

reading. The strategies are employed i~ comprehension ~ails. 

Active study strategies are mainly employed when recall o~ 

materials are important in learning. Strategies are used 

so as to aid the memorizing and recall o~ the materials. 

Support strategies are used to aid learning in general, 

such as place o~ study, attitude towards tasks, and time 

management abilities <Baker & Brown, 1984; Weinstein & 

MacDonald, 1986; Weinstein, 1987). 

E~~ective learners should know their own strength and 

weakness o~ their learning, and the e~~ectiveness o~ the 

strategies used. Cognitive psychologists emphasized that 

students must know how to interpret incoming in~ormation ~rom 

the text materials then respond to what the task demands 

using appropriate learning strategies. This concept could be 

generalized to me.an that college students may be success~ul 

according to how e~~ective their learning abilities are. 

There~ore active intervention is needed in order to learn 

~rom the text. To achieve more complete memory o~ the text. 

the college student must engage in active learning strategies 

to ensure increased attention on important materials which 

are not retained automatically, especially extended texts in 

college <Brown, Smiley & Lawton, 1978; Brown, 1985; Weinstein 

& MacDonald, 1986). 



Reading programs which teach metacognitive learning 

strategies should have an impact on the academic success of 
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college students. Research supports the idea that efficient 

use of varied learninq strategies are very important in the 

world of education <Annis & Annis, 1982; Weinstein & 

MacDonald, 1986). Nist, Simpson. & Hogrebe, (1985) reported 

that college reading programs have long been criticized 

because the emphasis is placed only on the instruction of 

isolated reading and learning strategies, with insufficient 

transitional practice in the learned strategies. Weinstein 

(1987> pointed out that educators can foster the development 

of effective learning strategies and help the students who 

are less skilled in the use of strategies. This would 

involve educators teaching learning strategies while teaching 

subject content knowledge. The students then can take active 

roles examininq, manipulating, and if necessary modifying the 

strategies learned so as to tailor them to their individual 

needs. 

Initially, educators need to provide as much feedback 

and practice as possible so that the students can learn to 

take responsibility for their own learning. Training in 

learning strategi~s at lower levels in schools obviously is 

insufficient because of the heavier learning challenges 

facing college and university students. 

Rote Versus Meaningful learning 

Historically, programs in learning strategies had 
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concentrated on teaching strategies for enhancing recall of 

information per se. These were known as ~ote-~ecall 

strategies. The most popular lea~ning st~ategies of ~ote-

recall a~e ~ehearsal, categorization and elabo~ation. 

Rehearsal is the repetition of items to ensure that they 

are memorized. This strategy does not demand any unde~stand-

ing of the significance of the text. The ~ehea~sal st~ategy 

~equi~es the lea~ne~ to ~epeat units of the text until they 

can be remembered wo~d fo~ wo~d. 

Catego~ization st~ategy enhances the ~ecall of any 

mate~ial that is familia~ to the lea~ne~ and is used to 

design a plan fo~ lea~ning. Elaboration is a st~ategy whe~e 

the lea~ne~ imposes meaning strategy whe~e the learns~ 

imposes meaning on the mate~ial to ~ende~ it mo~e 

comp~ehensible to him. 

Cu~~ent ~esea~ch <Ga~ne~ Alexande~. 1982; Goetz & 

Palme~, 1983; Hayes & Diehl, 1982; Palinca~ & B~own, 1984) in 

lea~ning st~ategies has shown that students bette~ unde~stand 

the significance of lea~ning when app~op~iate t~aining, is 

p~ovided. Rote-~ecall st~ategies such as catego~izing and 

elabo~ating a~e typically used because at the college level, 

mo~e info~mation is p~esented than can be ~emembe~ed. 

Therefore, successful students must identify info~mation that 

is impo~tant o~ that will be items on tests. While most ~ote 

-memo~y st~ategies involve mindless repetition, 

catego~ization and elabo~ation st~ategies ~equi~e conscious 

and delibe~ate effo~t. 
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Summarizing and Outlining 

Summarizing is considered a strategy for understanding 

and learning. Summarizing assumes that readers. when 

comprehending a passage, forms a representation of the 

passage <Kintsch & van Dijk~ 1978>. Similarly. students who 

are able to self-test their comprehension and retention of 

the materials learned, often attempt to summarize the 

material they had read. The summary has been assumed to 

represent what the students have understood about the text. 

Summarization also provides students a good way to estimate 

their preparedness for tests while studying is still 

occurring. It forces learners to use in-depth processing of 

the more important ideas in the text. 

Winograd <1984) also studied students' knowledge of 

summarizing. He found that good readers have a better 

understanding of the characteristics of good summaries. 

Brown, Campione, and Day (1981> found students using 

different rules when summarizing. The general rules include: 

(1) deletion of irrelevant or trivial information; 

<2> deletion of redundant information; 

(3) selection of topic sentences; 

(4) substitution of a super-ordinate term or event for a 

list of terms or actions; 

<5) invention of topic sentences when none is provided 

by the author. 



The authors indicate that there is a clear developmental 

trend in the awareness and use o+ these rules. They also 

suggest that teaching students to use the rules during 

reading requires explicit instruction. 

Ryan <1980) studied the e++ects on the achievement o+ 

students who were using summarizing and paraphasing 

strategies. He +ound that students who tended to view 

knowledge as a set o+ isolated +acts and answers earned 

lower grades than those who viewed knowledge as an 

organization o+ +acts and concepts. Students who viewed 
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knowledge as an organization of +acts and concepts were more 

likely to seek relationships among sentences and subheadings. 

This study suggested that success+ul students do more than 

merely trying to retrieve textbook propositions. 

Similarly Long (1985) found that college students who 

earned high scores on a test covering expository in+ormation 

relied more heavily on interactive strategies than did those 

students who scored less. Long de+ined interactive 

strategies as those that involved acting on, transposing, or 

personally interacting with the material under study. 

Interactive strategies are anticipating what might be on 

tests 7 paraphrasing the material, taking notes, summarizing, 

and relating material to personal experiences. The author 

+ound that success+ul students combined strategies and used 

more than a single method to enhance comprehension. 

Goodman and Burke (1980> stated that learning 

strategies increase students' awareness of the language and 
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clues during reading, and helped learners to ~ocus on aspects 

o~ written language that are not being processed e~~ectively 

by the students. Students can be taught to be aware o~ what 

and how they learn in relation to speci~ic tasks. 

Baker and Brown (1984) compared young students to 

college and older hiqh school students in their per~ormance 

on summarization skills. The authors ~ound that college and 

high school students out per~orm younger students in their 

ability to plan, in their knowledge o~ text, and their 

ability to condense the materials read. The authors 

concluded that the ability to summarize is a late developing 

skill that learners continue to re~ine throughout their 

lives. 

Brown and Day (1984) reported the use o~ summarization 

by both novices and experts. The novices were junior college 

students who did not have any reading or writing problems. 

The experts were ~ourth year graduate students in English who 

had taught rhetoric classes. The novice students were 

provided training in the summarization strategy which 

improved their per~ormance o~ tasks. 

Weinstein and MacDonald (1986) stated that when students 

are given the opportunities to learn and to use alternative 

learning strategies the advantages are two-~old. Not only 

do students become more e~~icient in usinq their repertoire 

o~ learning strategies but are aware o~ their cognitive 

capabilities which encourages interpretive thinking and 

application be~ore and during their per~ormance on required 
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tasks <Taylor, 1980; Horowitz. 1985). 

Furthermore, studies by Brown (1981>; Meyer <1982): and 

Rosenblatt (1978) have also recommended writing as a use~ul 

strategy. Having students assimilate new in~ormation bv 

writing about it is help~ul. Writing allows students to 

ponder, reread, svnthesize, and organize the in~ormation read 

<Brown & Day, 1983; Smith, 1982). There~ore, summarizing 7 

paraphrasing and precis writing are good techniques that 

enhance the assimilation and integration o~ in~ormation. In 

conclusion, all researchers agree that ~or students to attain 

learning strategies the above mentioned skills are necessary 

i~ there is collective, institution-wide commitment to do so. 

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) studied and developed 

procedures to identi~y strategies used by students. The 

study showed that there may be a di~~erential e~~ect ~or the 

attainment OT diTTerent concepts required by diTTerent 

learning tasks. 

Text Structures/Thematic Organizers 

Subject matter materials are mainly written to provide 

meaning~ul in~ormation to learners. The purpose OT text 

structures or organizers build and activate learners' 

background knowledge, provide cues, and ~ocus attention 

typically beTore reading. Mainly, text structures prepare 

students TOr reading by drawing on their prior knowledge. 

Jt also helps students to relate what they know to what they 

are learning <Ausubel, 1968). Students' ability and use OT 
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text st~uctu~e is an impo~tant aid to thei~ ~eading 

comp~ehension <Meye~, B~andt, & Bluth, 1980; Taylo~, 1980>. 

Text st~uctu~e o~ganizes the inTo~mation in set 

patte~ns, TO~ example, desc~iptive, compa~e/cont~ast, o~ 

sequential. IT students a~e able to identiTy the patte~n 

they can use it as an outline to o~ganize thei~ unde~standing 

OT the text. Howeve~, poo~ ~eade~s a~e not able to ext~act 

majo~ ideas on the topic. W~ite~s OT texts o~ganized thei~ 

mate~ials in st~uctu~ed ways so that the students can 

dete~mine the text st~uctu~e to bette~ plan thei~ lea~ning 

activities <Meye~, B~andt, & Bluth, 1980>. Students who a~e 

awa~e OT the text st~uctu~es would be able to ext~act meaning 

T~om the texts. Lange~ (1982) stated that text is: 

me~ely a bluep~int using a linguistic 
code; reade~s must use the bluep~int to 
stimulate thei~ own ideas and create 
their own meanings •.• the meanings that 
the author intended, but reader-gene~ated 
nonetheless (p. 41). 

Meye~ <1982) suggested that students need to be made 

awa~e OT the text o~ganization. Fo~ example, majo~ text 

structu~e like cause-eTTect, compa~ison and cont~ast, 

listing or enume~ation, chronological order, gene~alization 

with supporting evidence, desc~iption, and question and 

question and answe~s. The author TOUnd that the use OT 

signal words was particula~ly important TO~ ave~age 

students, who we~e able to ~ecall mo~e inTormation Trom the 

text when signal wo~ds were present. Howeve~, the deletion 

OT signal words does not aTTect the recall OT good students. 



Meye~ concluded that ~o~ a la~ge numbe~ o~ students. 

providing the experience with and understanding o~ signal 
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words clearly increases their ability to comprehend. Meyer, 

B~andt, and Bluth (1980) a~gued that students o~ all ages 

have trouble comprehending the structure of expository text 

because they were gene~ally not taught to recognize and 

use exposito~y st~uctu~e to imp~ove thei~ ~eading 

comorehension. Teache~s mostly taught content using their 

own organizational patterns/structures. The researchers 

contend that most vounge~ students are explicitly taught 

nar~ative st~uctures because the texts used are mainly 

of the narrative ~ormat <van Oijk, 1980). Contrary to this, 

Alve~mann and Hynd <1989) found that high school students who 

read an exoository science passage did better on posttests 

than students who read the same information embedded in the 

narrative st~uctu~e. 

Research conducted bv Meye~ and others (1980>, however, 

seemed to indicate that certain organizational structures do 

have a greats~ ~acilitative e~fect on recall than othe~s. 

Schnotz (1984) had suggested howeve~, that it is not ce~tain 

that st~ucture will produce better ~ecall o~ text, but rathe~ 

that dif~erent structu~es will result in diffe~ent types of 

text in~o~mation. He ~ound that structure o~ the text could 

have a di~~erential e~~ect on the ~ecall o~ speci~ic text 

ideas because hich school students who ~ead an expository 

science passage did better on posttest than students who read 

the same in~ormation which was embedded in narrative 
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structure. The researchers also ~ound that subjects who 

received direct instruction in summarization rules did better 

and improved the quality o~ their summaries. 

Weinstein and Mayer (1986> suggested that direct 

instruction is important i~ instructors expect students to 

trans~er the strategies learned in a college reading class to 

regular courses. Students must have the opportunity to 

apply their learning strategies to other courses. 

Note-taking/Underlining 

Weinstein and Mayer <1986) viewed notetaking as a 

complex task that is e~~ective when it allows time ~or 

students to select and practice learning strategies. The 

authors ~ound that note-taking and underlining are o~ten used 

by college students to emohasize major points in learning. 

Good students are able to discriminate what is deemed 

important and what is not. Research had ~ocused on comparing 

subject-generated underlining with instructor-generated 

underlining (Hartley, Bartlett, & Branthwaite, 1980). They 

~ound that when students generated their own underlining they 

seemed to do better than when they have the underlining done 

~or them. Similarly, Brown and Smiley (1978) ~ound that 

students who spontaneously underline and take-notes while 

studying tend to ~ocus in important elements o~ the texts 

which resulted in superior recall, while students who were 

not consistent in the strategies had in~erior recall. Other 

studies also compared underlining with other study strategies 
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(Johnson & Wen, 1976). These studies suggested that students 

who gene~ate thei~ own unde~lining tend to inc~ease ~ecall 

ave~ those who only inte~acted with inst~ucto~-gene~ated 

unde~lining. Imp~oved ~ecall in student-gene~ated 

unde~lining was att~ibuted to the levels o+ p~ocessing. 

The p~ocessing theo~y states that in+o~mation which is 

p~ocessed at deepe~ levels through elabo~ation is bette~ 

~emembered. Students inte~act with text while they a~e 

unde~lining actively, hence using unde~lining as an encoding 

device. I+ students unde~line me~ely as a concent~ation 

technique it would be o+ little value +o~ lea~ning. Students 

who ~ead, comp~ehend, then unde~line o~ take notes on the 

mate~ials ~ead using thei~ p~io~ knowledge o+ the topic will 

enhance thei~ lea~ning. Thus, some theo~ists believe that 

di++e~ences between text-types do explain signi+icant 

di++e~ences in the way texts a~e p~ocessed <B~une~, 1986; 

Meye~, 1977; van Dijk, 1980) 

Nist and Hog~ebe's (1987) study +ound that students 

who used unde~lining me~ely as a concent~ation technique, 

saw little value in the st~ategy. The autho~s used sixty-

seven college +~eshmen who we~e ~andomly assigned to +ive 

expe~imental g~oups. Fou~ g~oups had expe~imente~-gene~ated 

unde~lined passages and the +i+th g~oup generated thei~ own 

text ma~kings. The subjects had two sessions, whe~e they 

took a test o+ p~io~ knowledge, ~ead the assigned passage, 

and took a 24-item multiple choice test consisting o+ 24 

questions. The subjects who gene~ated thei~ own unde~lining 
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did not per~orm signi~icantly better then those experimenter-

generated underlining. The authors concluded that i~ 

students are trained how to underline it will lead them into 

deeper levels o~ text processing, which will result in better 

retention o~ the text to be learned. 

E~~icient note-taking, similar to underlining will only 

occur when learners have su~~icient control and are aware o~ 

the text structure o~ the materials read. Underlining is 

similar to note-taking except that students may use 

highlighters to underline the text. Here the students are 

able to skip the minor details and unimportant in~ormation 

~rom the text. 

Types o~ Text Used 

Text Types 

Text types are labeled as discourse. genres, or 

superstructures which describe major categories o~ discourse 

such as expository and narrative. Reading research has 

currently investigated the e~~ects o~ text type on what 

the students learn and retain <Meyer & Rice. 1984>. 

Rosenblatt <1978) de~ines text as "a set or series o~ signs 

interpretable as linguistic symbols. These symbols become 

words by virtue o~ their being potentially recognizable as 

pointing to something beyond themselves." According to 

Rosenblatt (1978) the readers relationships with texts is a 

"series o~ gradations between the nonaesthetic and aesthetic 



extremes." Aesthetic reading is literary reading. 
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In it the 

reader's attention is directed toward what hapoens during the 

reading, the ~eelings and attitudes aroused in the 

imagination. Nonaesthetic reading is re~erred to the 

reader's acquisition o~ in~ormation or to solve problems. 

The acquisition o~ in~ormation ~rom texts can be problematic 

i~ college students have di~~iculty comprehending them. 

Students have to read with understanding and aoply critical 

insights to the variety o~ printed sources that accompany 

academic course work. Then these students have to synthesize 

the new knowledge with previous knowledge and adjust their 

thinking accordingly. Dewey <1910>, ~or examole, was aware 

that reading involves the metacognitive skills o~ planning. 

checking, and evaluating activities. Although the term 

metacognition is new, the idea o~ the type o~ knowledge to 

which it re~ers has long been recognized. 

Rothkop~ (1982> provided ~our conditions which are 

necessary ~or success in learning ~rom text. He stated 

that two properties are text related and two are reader 

related. Text must contain all the in~ormation the reader 

needs and it must be well organized and written clearly, in 

logical order. The reader related conditions are stated as 

the reader's ability to abstract needed materials ~rom the 

text, and then able to deal with the relevant portions so 

that su~~icient in~ormation can be absorbed. Rothkop~ (1982> 

also demonstrated that the goal ~or which a text is read 

in~luences "how much o~ what" is remembered. Retention 
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diminishes with the increase o~ the number o~ goals. 

Educators need to be aware that both reading strategies 

~or speci~ic kinds o~ texts and the chara~teristics o~ the 

given teMt influente learning. Research CBrans~ord, 1979; 

Rumelhart, 1980) on Schema theory has shown that the 

structure o~ text a~~ects the amount o~ in~ormation students 

remember. Text which has clear organizational structure and 

hierarchially related components are easier to remember. 

Text, there~ore, re~ers to how the ideas are 

interrelated to convey a message to the reader. Some o~ the 

ideas are o~ importance to the message presented while others 

are there to make the logical connection o~ ideas and the 

subordination o~ some ideas to others. Some students 

have no knowledge that writers o~ text convey in~ormation in 

a meaning~ul, organized way. Learning ~rom texts is not an 

automatic process. According to Brown <1982) text is 

meaning~ul only when the learners have strategies to extract 

and interpret the in~ormation. 

Rosenblatt <1978> said that creating meaning is an 

"active, sel~-ordering, and sel~-correcting process." 

There~ore,knowledge o~ text structure is important in 

learning as it enables the learner to engage in sel~-

questioning to make sense o~ the text. Furthermore, 

acquiring academic in~ormation is dependent on the students' 

ability to de~ine purposes ~or reading and to balance what is 

already known and what is to be learned. Educators have 

o~ten assumed that college students have developed that 
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ability and that they need no ~u~ther instruction. Howeve~. 

this is not so, because resea~ch have shown that many 

students can ~ead and literally comprehend the textual cues, 

but cannot move beyond the cues to c~eative interpretations 

<Mo~~ett, 1968; Smith, 1974>. In college academic cou~ses, 

especially at ~reshmen levels, students can be helped to 

develop this ability i~ instructo~s use strategies that teach 

students to make connections between prior and p~esent 

learning. 

Text Structure: Narrative Exposito~y 

The basic ~arms o~ writings can be b~oadly divided into 

descriptive, narrative. expository and argumentative 

discourse. As previous research had suggested certain 

aspects o~ text structure do in~luence the amount and type o~ 

in~ormation learned <Ruemlhart, 1975; Kintsch, 1976; 

Thorndyke, 1977; and Meyer, 1978>. Na~rative writing 

~unctions to tell or narrate an event. Its subject matter is 

mainly people and events which it organizes in space and 

time. 

Thorndyke (1977> described the structu~es typicallv 

~ound in na~rative text to encompass that o~ a setting 

<characters, location, time), a theme <events, qoal), a 

plot <episodes}, and a resolution (event o~ state>. Longacre 

(1976) explained that narrative text di~~ers ~rom exposito~y 

text in pe~son, o~ientation, time, and linkage. Brewer 

<1980> pointed out that narration consists o~ a "se~ies o~ 
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temporally occurring events" that have some causal or 

thematic ties while exposition linguistically represents 

"underlying abstract, logical processes" (p. 223). According 

to Brewer both narrative and expository can be used to in~orm 

entertain, persuade, or provide aesthetic pleasure. In 

addition, narrative is agent-oriented while expository text 

is subject matter oriented. In order to accomplish time, the 

narrative text either uses the past or the historical present 

but in expository text, time has no temporal ~ocus. 

Expository text is a "discourse designed to convey 

in~ormation or explain what is di~~icult to understand" 

<Webster' Dictionary, 1980). 

instruct, to present ideas. 

Its ~unction is to in~orm or td 

Its subject matter is ideas and 

generalizations. There~ore, expository text uses various 

tenses, depending on what is most appropriate ~or the subject 

matter. Longacre (1976) concluded that in expository text, 

sentence topic and parallelism provide the transition and 

smooth ~low o~ the subject matter whereas the narrative text 

depends on chronological linkage. He also states that 

students should be aware that there are similar ~eatures in 

both narrative and expository texts <eg. setting, theme, 

plot, and resolution). Text patterns may be used as a 

strategy ~or understanding and studying new in~ormation, ~or 

organizing in~ormation in memory, and ~or retrieving 

in~ormation. 

Mandler and Johnson <1977) had explored into detail what 

they re~er to as "story schema", using this term to re~er to 



"a set o-f expectations about the internal structure o-f 

stories which serves to -facilitate both encoding and 

retrieval". They demonstrated that the in-fluences upon 

recall o-f text in terms o-f the story schema, were present 

in a majority o-f readers, even younger ones. 
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In 1980, Meyer, Brandt, and Bluth studied about readers' 

use o-f text patterns. They -found that ninth grade good 

students were aware o-f and used the structure o-f text to 

comprehend and organize their recalls. However, those who 

were not aware o-f text structure did not use it in recall. 

The study indicated that while the structure o-f text 

in-fluenced reading comprehension and recall -for good students 

this did not mean that there would be automatic use o-f 

organized recall o-f the in-formation read. 

Taylor and Samuels (1983> -found that a signi-ficant 

percentage o-f students are unaware o-f the text structure o-f 

expository passages. The authors also noticed that students 

do not use structure to understand and remember in-formation 

-from well structured texts. Similarly, Taylor and Beach 

(1984) taught middle school students about expository text 

structure, then taught them how to write summaries -following 

the hierarchical organization o-f headings and subheadings in 

social studies text. The authors -found the trained students 

were better at remembering the new materials than the 

untrained students. 

Another study by Kintsch and Yarbrough <1982> -further 
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confirmed the importance of structure in text processing. 

College students were used in the study and the investigators 

concluded that reorganizing textual cues may be helpful in 

controlling and guiding the overall processing of text. 

In contrast to these studies, Horowitz & Rogers (1983) 

demonstrated that skilled college readers do not need to have 

a text pattern made explicit. They argue that students are 

able to infer an overall structure for a text when one is not 

present because students understand the functions of their 

soecific fields and have stored for recall the schemata of 

patterns that can be used in these fields. 

Therefore, instructional process of learning strategies 

should be geared as closely as possible to "natural" 

situations in college. Horowitz (1985b> reported that 

training students to detect cause-and-effect patterns from 

history texts, and training them in writing cause-effect 

essays significantly increased the use of cause-effect 

patterns and elaboration upon history ideas in subseguent 

writing. The study showed that students with training to read 

and mark cause-effect patterns only was not any more 

effective than routine reading instruction. The author 

concluded that instruction in knowledge of text patterns is 

iM~Ufficient and ineffective in enhancing the students' 

performance at freshmen level in college. Students can 

learn only if they can relate written language to meaning, 

and relate their personal experiences to academic 

experiences. 
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Brown, Smiley~ and Lawton (1978) studied a large sample 

o~ 5th through 12th graders and a group o~ college students 

who read the same passages which were divided into ~our 

levels o~ importance to the whole text. The students were 

then asked either to select the most important idea units in 

the story o~ to select the units that would best help them to 

retrieve the rest o~ the story. The researchers ~ound that 

the college students discriminated between what propositions 

are important and what propositions will be most help~ul ~or 

retrieval. None o~ the groups o~ children and adolescents 

made this discrimination. 

The ~indings o~ the research suggested that (a) 

subordination or hierarchical structure is a prominent 

~eature o~ many texts; (b) there are clear age-related 

shi~ts in the ability to parse texts intuitively into clear 

hierarchial categories; and (c) the most superordinate 

in~ormation in a text is what is most important in it. 

Summary 

The review o~ the current literature indicates that the 

usage o~ a combination o~ di~~erent learning strategies are 

more e~~ective than the use o~ any particular strategy to 

the exclusion o~ all others. Learning strategies must be 

built upon the students' awareness o~ certain skills and the 

ability to use sel+-regulatory techniques to ensure the 

s~ccess+ul completion o+ the given task. Awareness o+ 

learning strategies provide the basis ~or acquisition o~ 
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speci~ic skills and expands the students' learning processes. 

Moreover, the review o~ the literature indicates that 

students' academic success is enhanced through goal 

~ormation, planning, strategy deployment, and monitoring 

<Baker & Brown, 1981). Goal ~ormation involves e~~orts made 

to ~ormulate a clear coal, accomplishment, or purpose ~or 

which the reading and learning is undertaken. By planning, 

the researchers state that it concerns the adoption o~ 

general steps ~rom among alternative ones available to be 

taken to ~ul~ill the goals. Strategy deployment concerns the 

speci~ic skills adopted to ~ul~ill the plan. 

Fin~lly monitoring concerns the various steps taken to 

gauge the success o~ the whole enterprise. These ~indings 

serve to support the need ~or research in the areas o~ 

learning strategies. Learning strategies should be addressed 

throughout the educational process to better prepare students 

~or academic success especially in college. With the amount 

o~ research ~or the improvement o~ learning strategies o~ 

college students there are still questions that need to be 

addressed due to the complexity o~ the process o~ learning 

~rom text. 

This chapter presented the theoretical ~oundation ~or 

this proposed study and serves as the review o~ literature. 

The major issues are covered and related literature is 

reviewed. The growing body o~ studies pertaining to the 

types o~ learning strategies o~ students, their metacognitive 

knowledge o~ the strategies, and how these strategies relate 
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to the lea~ning p~ocess in gene~al, and thei~ use o+ va~ious 

tvoes o+ texts we~e examined. Students should know how, 

when, whe~e, and why they need to be st~ategic in thei~ 

lea~ning so that they can achieve academic success. Since 

metacognitive theo~y views the ~eading p~ocess as holistic, 

consisting both the knowledge phase and the st~ategy phase, 

college students will achieve success th~ough constant 

monito~ing and ~egulation o+ app~op~iate 

st~ategies when comp~ehension +ails. While the~e has been 

extensive ~esea~ch done on the e++ects o+ lea~ning st~ategies 

o+ students using exposito~y texts, the e++ects o+ lea~ning 

st~ategies o+ college +~ashmen using both na~~ative and 

exposito~y texts have not been extensively studied. 

Chapte~ III p~esents an ove~view o+ a split-plot design 

of this study with ~aspect to the subjects, inst~uments 

administe~ed to the subjects to gathe~ the data, and a 

desc~iption o+ the analysis of the data. 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD AND PROCEDURE 

Introduction 

The purpose OT this study is to investigate the 

relationship between diTTerent learning strategies and 

reading comprehension OT college Treshmen. This chapter 

describes the sample used, the instruments, the methods 

and procedures, and the research design utilized TOr the data 

collection. Finally a description OT the analysis OT the 

data using multiple regression <Mendenhall, & McClave, 1981> 

is provided to conclude the chapter. 

Selection OT Subject 

For the purpose OT this study data were collected Tram 

one hundred and twenty-Tour second semester college Treshmen 

enrolled in Freshmen Composition and Reading and Study Skills 

classes Tor spring 1988-1989 school year Tram a comprehensive 

midwestern university. The participants TOr the study were 

both male and Tamale students, whose chronological age ranges 

Tram 18 to 36 years. The subjects remained as intact groups, 

and to control TOr the initial diTTerences in reading ability 

among the groups, the total score Tram the Nelson-Denny 
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Reading Test were used as a covariate. The subjects <mean 

age = 20.29 years) were all volunteers and to be included in 

this study they must have completed the Nelson-Denny, the 

comprehension responses ~or both the narrative and the 

expository texts, the ~arced-choice Learning Strategy 

Inventory, and the demographic survey sheet. 

Instruments 

Nelson-Denny Reading Test Form-E <NORT-E> 

The Nelson-Denny Reading Test <Brown, Nelson, and Denny, 

1973; Brown, Bennett, and Hanna, 1981), selected ~or the 

research was designed to measure students' skills in 

vocabulary development, reading comprehension, and reading 

rate. This test consists o~ two subtests: a 100-item 

multiple-choice vocabulary test which measures students' 

knowledge o~ words and word meanings, and a reading 

comprehension subtest containing eight reading passages with 

a total o~ thirty-six questions. Hal~ o~ the thirty-six 

items are interpretative, and the remaining are literal in 

nature (p 10). The contents o~ the passages involve English 

literature, social studies, and natural sciences. According 

to the Buras Mental Measurement Year Book, Forms C and D 

<1973>, Forms E and F (1981) are used most ~requently, and 

they do not di~~er in terms o~ overall content or scoring. 

The administration time, including answer sheet preparation 

should not exceed 45 minutes: 15 minutes ~or the 100-item 

vocabulary section, and 20 minutes ~or the reading 
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comprehension section, with the ~irst minute o~ the reading 

comprehension section designed to determine each student's 

reading rate in words per minute. The Nelson-Denny Reading 

Test <NDRT) is the most used test o~ reading comprehension at 

the college level in the United States <Gordon and Flippo, 

1983). The authors o~ the test <Brown, et.al., 1976, p. 3, & 

p. 14) suggest that the Nelson-Denny Reading Test is use~ul 

~or predicting academic success. Forms E and F were normed 

~rom a population o~ students ranging ~rom 9th grade through 

seniors in college. The Examiner's Manuals ~or Forms E o~ 

the Nelson-Denny Test <1973; 1981) provide reliability o~ 

.91, .74 7 and .66 ~or the vocabularv, comprehension, and 

reading subtests respectively. The Nelson-Denny Reading Test 

Form E <NORT-E> was administered to all participants in this 

study. The main purpose in using this instrument is to use 

the total score as the covariate to control ~or the initial 

di~~erences o~ the reading ability o~ the subjects. 

Accordina to Brown et al (1981>, the goal o~ the test is to 

provide a trustworthy ranking o~ American college students• 

ability in three areas o~ academic achievement: reading 

comprehension, vocabulary development, and reading rate. 

Reading Comprehension Passages 

To assure the validity o~ the text materials, the 

researcher and a panel o~ experts selected passages ~rom 

introductory text books in various courses. Because college 
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freshmen were reading text books by current publishers, the 

selections for both the narrative and the expository texts 

were chosen from text books published fifteen years ago. One 

narrative and one expository selection were chosen from an 

original pool of three narrative and three expository 

selections. 

The narrative text which has 2017 words, entitled "The 

Land of Houyhnhnms" <Jonathan Swift, 1976) was chosen as one 

of the reading passages. This is a selection from the well 

known classic Gulliver's Travels. The expository passage, 

entitled "Basics of the Nervous System" (2032 words) is from 

Psychology: An Introduction, authored by Kagan, J. & 

Havemann, E. ( 1976) • These texts met all of the following 

five criterias: 1> Fry's readability Formula and Graph rated 

the selections as being at the 12 + level; 2> the selections 

should be similar in terms of topic to minimize content bias 

against either groups of the subjects' strategy use 

<Afflerbach and Johnston, 1984>, and the narrative passage 

was of clear language, had well developed plots and clear 

story structures as defined by Stein and Glenn (1979>; the 

expository text was written in a clear informational style 

and was judged to be "considerate" according to criteria 

identified by Anderson and Armbruster <1984>; 3) the passages 

were of sufficient length to enable the development of 

questions; 4) the passages were of extended length favorable 

to the understanding of concepts, clear textual headings, 

illustrations: and 5) the passages were of equal difficulty 



and interest TOr most college +reshmen. 

To examine the appropriateness o+ using these texts in 

the study, the researcher used +ive o+ her +ellow doctoral 

colleagues teaching reading courses to +orm a panel o+ 

experts. The panel members were brie+ed on the criteria to 

be +allowed. The panel members were also given three 

selections o+ narrative and three selections o+ expository 

texts. They rated their respective selections• di++iculty 

levels +or undergraduate +reshmen students +rom di++erent 

academic areas. 
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The readability graph developed by Edward Fry (1968, 

1977> was used to calculate the readability OT the selections 

provided to the panel. The graph was designed to identi+y 

the grade-level score TOr materials Trom +irst grade through 

college. The variables used to predict the di+Ticulty o+ the 

reading material; sentence length and word length. Sentence 

length was determined by the total number o+ sentences in 

three sample passages. Word length was determined by the 

total number o+ syllables in the above sample passages. Fry 

recommended that three 100-word samples +rom the reading 

materials be used to calculate its readability. The +irst 

sample passage was chosen Tram the beginning o+ the book, the 

second +rom the middle o+ the book, and the third towards the 

end o+ the book. According to Fry, the readability graph 

predicts the di++icultv level o+ the material within one 

grade level. The graph and expanded directions TOr the Fry 

Tormula are presented in Appendix A. ATtar much discussion, 
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the panel approved using the Gulliver's Travels selection and 

the Basic Nervous System selection ~or this study. 

A ~ive-item comprehension questionnaire ~or each o~ the 

two selections was designed by the researcher with the aid o~ 

the panel members. Questions were ~ocused on tapping 

subjects' literal, in~erential and evaluative understanding 

o~ the major concepts presented in the selection. 

raters' agreement was 95%. 

Learning Strategy Inventory 

The inter-

All subjects were administered a 16-item ~arced-choice 

Learning Strategy Inventory <refer Appendix B> to ~acilitate 

the classi~ication o~ strategies as reported by Alexander 

( 1986) • The Inventory measures the categories o~ learning 

strategy as classi~ied by Farr and Mitchell <1981) and later 

modiTied by Alexander <1986). This inventory was chosen 

because it categorized commonly mentioned strategies into 

speci~ic groups. 

According to Farr and Mitchell (1981) the three 

categories o~ learning strategy are: a) text-related 

strategy which include circling, underlining or rereading 

that demonstrate no deviation ~rom or modi~ication o~ the 

existing text, <eg. read and reread the chapter at least one 

additional time); b) mixed-strategy which include 

paraphrasing, summarizing, logical thinking, drawing 

conclusions, and sequencing that involves some elaboration o~ 

the text, <eg. took notes while you read the chapter); and 
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c> schema-related strategy include prediction, ouestion 

~ormulation, generating analogies <relating text in~ormation 

to prior knowledge/experiences, making judgements in regard 

to text content) and imagery (adding in~ormation and 

indication awareness o~ new learning) that are the least 

dependent on the text <sg. asked yoursel~ questions about 

the ideas presented in the chapter prior to, during, and/or 

a~ter reading). 

According to Farrand Mitchell <1981>, text-related 

strategy also re~erred to how learners handled the text. 

Text-related strateay re~lect the subjects' attempt to 

comprehend the explicit <sur~acel message o~ the text. The 

mixed strategy is re~lected in the learners' comprehension o~ 

both explicit and implicit <in~erential) message o~ the text. 

Finally, the schema-related strategy represented the 

learners' attempt to integrate, evaluate, and relate prior 

knowledge/ experiences to the text message. 

The subjects responded to a 5 point-Likert perception 

seals with assigned quantitative values ~rom 1 to 5 with 

1=never to 5=always. The subjects indicated their learning 

strategies ~or comprehending the content o~ the selections. 

The text-related strategy category comprised OT seven items. 

The responses on items 1-7 yielded a mean score ~or the text-

related strategy. The mixed strategy category had six items 

and the responses on items 8-13 yielded a mean score Tor 

mixed strategies. The schema-related strategy category had 

three items and resoonses on items 14-16 vielded a mean score 



+or schema-related strategies. This inventory was also 

developed based on in+ormation gleaned +rom an inventory 

developed by Schallert and Tierney (1980). 

Procedure 

In this study +our sets o+ data were collected by the 
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researcher: the Nelson-Denny Reading Test <NORT-E>, answers 

to the narrative and expository texts~ a 16~item +arced

choice Learning Strategy Inventory, and a demographic data 

sheet. At the onset o+ data collection, the researcher +irst 

visited with the Director o+ Freshmen Composition and then 

with the Coordinator o+ the Reading and Study Skills 

Laboratory at a mid-western comprehensive university to 

schedule two separate meetings with section instructors who 

taught +reshmen composition/reading and study skills classes 

+or the spring semester o+ 1988-89 school year. Data were 

collected +rom all the male and +emale students in these 

classes, as a regular classroom activity, but to be included 

in this study the participants <n=124) must be true second 

semester +reshmen. 

At the two separate meetings with the class instructors, 

the researcher scheduled the dates and times <regular class 

period) with the respective instructors to administer the 

+irst o+ the +our instruments; the timed in-class Nelson-

Denny Reading Test <NORT-E>. To ensure uni+ormity in 

administering the NORT-E by the instructors, the researcher 

also provided training on how to administer the instrument, 
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and emphasized the importance of reading fully the written 

instructions ( f 
re er Appendix C> to the class prior to 

administering the test. 

Following the in-class NORT-E test, each class 

instructor administered to their respective classes the 

demographic survey form, the 16-item forced choice Learning 

Strategy Inventory <Appendix B>, and the first set of the two 

untimed take home comprehension tests. To minimize 

narrative-to-expository order variability or vice-versa, one 

half of the subjects was randomly assigned the narrative 

passage (Appendix D> and the remaining half the e~pository 

passage <Appendix E>. The subjects were instructed to study 

"as they usually would" the comprehension passages, and to 

respond to the questions that followed. The subjects were 

also asked to respond to the forced choice Learning Strategy 

Inventory and the demographic survey sheet after they have 

finished answering the comprehension questions. 

After the subjects had returned the completed Learning 

Strategy Inventory, the demographic survey form, and the 

answer sheets to the comprehension tests, the different class 

instructors administered the second set of the untimed take 

home comprehension passages. Those subjects who were 

administered the narrative passage were given the expository 

passage, and those who responded to the expository were given 

the narrative. Only the participants with completed data 

for the demographic survey form, the Learning Strategy 

Inventory, and the first set of the comprehension test were 
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administered the second set OT the comprehension test. 

Scoring 

There were 5 questions Tor each passaqe. For the 

narrative passage <Appendix D>, two points each were awarded 

TOr questions 1 and 2, Tour points each TOr questions 3 and 

4, and eight points TOr question 5. Similarly, TOr the 

expository passage <Appendix E>, two points each were awarded 

TOr questions 1 and 2, TOUr points each TOr Question 3 and 5, 

and eight points Tor question 4. Incorrect answers were 

given no <O> points. Thus the possible total score on the 

short answer comprehension tests ranged Trom 0 to 20 points 

TOr each text. Three raters independently scored the 

responses to the two texts. There were a Tew discrepancies, 

and these were resolved by the researcher. 

BelT-scoring answer sheets were used Tor the NORT-E. 

Each answer sheet has the correct answers on the carbon copy. 

The correct answers were counted according to the items. The 

vocabulary subtest· has 100 possible points. The reading 

comprehension subtest has 72 possible points. The total 

scores OT both the vocabulary and comprehension sections 

were used in this study. 

Following the data collection Trom the students enrolled 

in Freshmen Composition and Reading and-Study Skills classes, 

the subjects' responses to the learning strategy inventory 

were tallied and grouped into three categories OT learning 

strategy. The categories are: a> text-related strategy which 
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include circling, underlining, or rereading that demonstrate 

no deviation Tram or modiTication OT the existing text; b> 

mixed strategy which involved paraphrasing, summarizing and 

sequencing that involve some elaboration OT the text; c) 

schema-related strategy which include prediction, Question 

formulation, generating analogies, and imagery that are the 

least dependent on the text. 

Research Design 

For the purpose of this research, regression analysis 

Tor repeated measures was used to test for signiTicant 

relationships between learning strategy and reading 

comprehension. Reading ability was used as a covariate to 

control for initial diTTerences between the groups. The two 

between-subject variable are learning strategy <schema, text, 

mixed) and gender (male, Temale), and the within-subject or 

repeated measure variable is text-type <narrative, 

expository). 

Testino OT Hvpotheses 

The TOllowing null hypotheses were tested: 

1. There are no statistically signiTicant diTTerences 

among the three categories OT learning strategy (schema

related, text-related, and mixed). 

2. There is no statistically signiTicant diTference 

between male and Temale subjects in reading comprehension. 

3. There is no statistically signiTicant diTference 
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between the text narrative and expository texts. 

4. There is no statistically signi~icant interaction 

between the learning strategy ~actor and the gender ~actor. 

5. There is no statistically signi~icant interaction 

between the learning strategy and types o~ text. 

6. There is no statistically signi~icant interaction 

between the gender ~actor and the types o~ text ~actor. 

7. There are no statistically signi~icant interaction 

among the learning strategy, gender, and types o~ text. 

Statistical analysis o~ all data was carried out on an 

IBM micro-computer using the System ~or Statistics <SYSTAT> 

package. Since the Analysis o~ Variance ~ormulas are 

speci~ic to experimental design and require equal number o~ 

subjects in each cell, regression analysis is more 

appropriate TOr correlational studies especially when the 

independent variables are uncontrolled <Mendenhall, & 

McClave, 1981). This involves three main e~~ect tests 

<learning strategy, text-type, and gender), a covariate test 

<reading ability>, three two-way interaction and one three

way interaction test. To control the overall Type one error 

rate, each signi~icance test was conducted at the .01 level. 

A sample size OT 124 subjects was used to ensure 80% power 

<Cohen, J. & Cohen, P. 1983). 

Summary 

Chapter III presented an overview o~ the research design 

with respect to the subjects involved in the investigation. 
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the instruments used TOr data collection, the research design 

and the analysis OT the data. Chapter IV presents the result 

OT the research. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

Introduction 

The purpose OT this study was to investigate the 

relationship between the three categories OT learning 

strategy <text-related, schema-related, mixed> and the 

reading comprehension OT college Treshmen using both 

narrative and expository texts. The learning strategies used 

by the subjects were identiTied through the Torced-choice 

Learning Strategy Inventory. The subjects were then grouped 

into three categories OT strategy according to the students' 

summative scores OT the items on the LearninQ Strategy 

Inventory. The comprehension scores Trom both the narrative 

and the expository texts were used as the dependent variable. 

The researcher compared the categories OT learning 

strategy used by the college Treshmen in terms OT their 

comprehension scores. This study involved 1> administering 

the reading passages -- both expository and narrative, 

2) administering the Torced-choice Learning Strategy 

Inventory and grouping OT subjects into three categories OT 

learning strategy, 3) administering the Nelson-Denny 

Reading Test <Form-E>, and collecting the demographic data. 

92 
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In this study there are three Tactors; learning strategies 

<schema-related, text-related, and mixed strateqies), gender 

(Temales and males>, and types OT text <expository and 

narrative); with repeated measures across both levels OT the 

last variable. This means that all subjects responded to 

both narrative and expository texts. Thus, the study has two 

between-subject variables and one within-subjects variable. 

This chapter presents the data gathered Trom a sample OT one 

hundred and twenty-Tour second semester college Treshmen at a 

mid-western comprehensive university. The subjects had an 

average age OT 20.2o years with a range OT 18 to 36 years. 

The results indicated graphically in Figure 1 the age OT 

Age •< 24 years 
93.55 

Figure 1. Traditional & Nontraditional 
Students By Percentage 
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subjects by percentage. From a total OT 124 only 6.45 

percent were above twenty-Tour years OT age and 93.55 percent 

were between eighteen and twenty-Tour years old. 

Agrl Al8 BualneN Educ Engr Home Ec Undecided 

-By College 

Figure 2. Participants By College 

shows the distribution OT the subjects according to the 

colleges they plan to major in. The distribution reveals 

1.61 % Trom the college OT agriculture, 25.00 Yo Trom Arts and 

Sciences, 26.61 Yo Trom Business, 2.42 Yo Trom education, 4.03 

Yo Trom Engineering, 3.23 Yo Trom Home Economics and 37.10 Yo 

were undecided. 

Figur• 3 and Figur• 4 <reTer next page> shows the 

reported number OT hours the subjects studied and worked per 



11 to 16 Hrs 31.88 

6 to 10 Hrs ~~28.66 

0 to 6 Hrs 8.79 

Figure 3. Hours Studied Per Week 
By Percentages 

16 to 20 Hrs 26 

1 to 6 Hrs 6.25 

21 or more Hrs 28.12 

Figure 4. Number of Hours Worked 
Per Week By Percentage 
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week by percentages respectively. More than hal~ the 

subjects <62.65%) reported they studied ~or eleven or more 

hours per week, with 30.77% o~ them putting in sixteen or 

more hours. 8.79% reported they studied ~or six or less 

hours. Among the subjects who worked per week, 28.12% worked 

~or twenty-one or more hours, 25.0% ~or sixteen to twenty 

hours, 25.0% ~or eleven to ~i~teen hours, 15.63% ~or six to 

ten hours, and 6.25% ~or ~ive or less hours. 

Analysis o~ Data According 

to Hypotheses 

Regression analysis ~or repeated measures using the 

System ~or Statistics ~or the PC <BYSTAT> package was 

utilized to analyze the data. The two between-subject 

variables are learning strategy <schema; text-related; mixed) 

and gender <male; ~emale>, and the within-subject or repeated 

measures variable is text-type (narrative; expository>. 

Reading ability was used as a covariate to control ~or 

initial di~~erences between the groups, and to control ~or 

type I error, each o~ the ~ollowing seven hypotheses were 

tested at the 0.01 signi~icant level. 

Hypothesis ~ 

It was hypothesized that there would be no signi~icant 

di~~erences among the three categories o~ learning strategy: 

schema-related, text-related and mixed. The means and the 
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standard deviations TOr the three categories OT learning 

strategy are reported in Table I. The mean comprehension 

~cores (both narrative and expository> TOr the schema-related 

group <n=52> was 14.298, text-related group <n=36> was 

13.528, and the mixed group <n=36) was 14.014. 

Mean 
so 

TABLE I 

MEAN AND STAND·ARD DEVIATION OF 
COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR 

LEARNING STRATEGY 

Schema 

14.298 
2.973 

n=52 

Text 

13.528 
3.094 

n=36 

Mixed 

14.014 
2.380 

n=36 

An examination OT the analyses revealed no statistically 

signiTicant diTTerences among the means TOr the three 

categories OT learning strategy. This means that the 

subjects perTormed eQually well on comprehension scores 

associated with each learning strategy when combined TOr 

Tamales and males, and then averaged across both the 

narrative and expository texts. ThereTore, hypothesis 1 was 

not rejected and it was concluded that there was no 

statistically signiTicant diTTerences among the three 
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catego~ies OT lea~ning st~ategy. 

Hvoothesis 2 

It was hvoothesized that the~e would be no signiTicant 

diTTe~ences between male and Temale in ~eading como~ehension 

sco~es. This means that male subjects oe~To~med the same as 

Temale subjects on ~eading comp~ehension when all the sco~es 

associated with the th~ee cateco~ies OT lea~ning st~ategy 

we~e combined and then ave~aged ac~oss the na~~ative and 

exposito~y comp~ehension sco~es. The means and standa~d 

deviations TO~ the gende~ va~iable can be Tound in Table II 

TABLE II 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF TOTAL 
COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR GENDER 

Mean 
so 

Female 

14.326 
2.506 

n=69 

Male 

13.573 
3.198 

n=55 

Fo~ Tamale subjects <n=69>, the mean comp~ehension sco~e 

was 14.326, and the standa~d deviation was 2.506. Fe~ male 

subjects <n=55> the mean sco~e was 13.573, with a standa~d 
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deviation of 3.198. Results of the analyses showed that 

there was no significant difference between male and female 

subjects. Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected. 

Hypothesis ~ 

It was hypothesized that there would be no statistically 

significant difference between the narrative and expository 

texts. Since text type is the repeated measure for this 

study, there were one hundred and twenty-four subjects for 

each type of text <refer Table III>. The mean for the 

TABLE III 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
EXPOSITORY/NARRATIVE SCORES 

Mean 
SD 

Narrative 

13.855 
3.680 
n=124 

Expository 

14.121 
3.589 
n=124 

narrative passage was 13.855, with a standard deviation of 

3.680. The mean for the expository passage was 14.129, with 

a standard deviation of 3.589. This hypothesis deals with 

the question of main effect for the repeated measures 
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<within-subjects> Tactor. Analysis OT the data indicated 

there was no signiTicant diTTerence between the means TOr the 

narrative text and the expository text. This means that all 

one hundred and twenty-Tour subjects perTormed equally well 

on both passages. ThereTore, the null hypothesis 3 was not 

rejected. 

Hypothesis i 

It was hypothesized that there would be no signiTicant 

interaction between the learning strategy Tactor and the 

gender Tactor. This hypothesis deals with the Question: Does 

the increase or decrease in mean comprehension perTormance 

Tor males and Temales vary according to the categories OT 

learning strategy used? Table IV shows the means and 

TABLE IV 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF TOTAL 
COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR LEARNING 

STRATEGY BY GENDER 

Schema Text Mixed 

Female Mean 14.817 14. 132 13.775 
so 2.514 3.113 1.705 

n=30 n=19 n=20 

Male Mean 13.591 12.853 14.313 
so 3.439 3.020 3.060 

n=22 n=17 n=16 
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standard deviations ~or ~emale and male subjects with respect 

to the three categories o~ learning strategy. Figure 5 

presents the mean comprehension scores obtained by ~emale 

Mean Score 
16r-----~------------------------------------~ 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 
Schema Text 

Learning Strategy 

- Female B Male 

Mixed 

Figure 5. Learning Strategy By Gender 

and male subjects in each category o~ learning strategy. The 

Temale subjects scored higher than male subjects ~or both 

schema and text strategies, but male subiects scored higher 

than Temale subjects TOr the mixed strategy. Even though 

~emale subjects scored higher ~or both the schema and text 

strategies, the diTTerences between these two strategies were 

similar, but ~or the mixed strategy, male subjects perTormed 
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better than females and there was a smaller mean difference. 

However, the statistical analysis of the data suggested that 

there was no significant interaction between the three 

categories of learning strategy and gender. Hence, the 

results suggested that the increase or decrease in mean 

comprehension performance for male subjects and female 

subjects vary independently of learning strategy involved. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis 4 was not rejected. 

Hypothesis 2 

It was hypothesized that there would be no statistically 

significant interaction between learning strategy and text 

type. Table V presents the means and standard deviations for 

TABLE V 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF TOTAL 
COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR LEARNING 

STRATEGY BY TEXT TYPE 

Schema Text Mixed 

Narrative Mean 14.327 12.889 14.139 
. so 3.639 4. 104 3.173 

n=52 n=36 n=36 

Expository Mean 14.269 14.167 13.889 
SD 4.150 3.410 2.906 

n=52 n=36 n=36 
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the narrative and expository texts with respect to the three 

categories o~ learning strategy. Figura 6 presents the graph 

Mean 
Score 

15 

14 - - - - --- - - - - - - - - ............ -:.. 

13 - - - - - - - - - - -

12 
Schema Text Mixed 

Learning Strategy 

Figure 6. Learning Strategy By 
Text Type Interaction 
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o+ the two +acto~s: lea~ning st~ategy by types oT text. The 

mean comp~ehension sco~es +o~ all subjects using the th~ee 

catego~ies o+ lea~ning st~ategy and two types o+ text we~e 

plotted. Subjects who used the text-~elated st~ategy had 

highs~ comp~ehension sco~es To~ the exposito~y text than TO~ 

the na~~ative text, but those who used the schema-~elated and 

mixed st~ategies sco~ed bette~ in the na~~ative text. 

Howeve~. the~e was a wide~ di++e~ence in the sco~es TO~ those 

who used the text-~elated st~ategy than those who used the 

othe~ two catego~ies o+ lea~ning st~ategy. 

To cont~ol +o~ na~~ative-to-exposito~y va~iability and 

vice-ve~sa, the subjects <n=124> we~e ~andomlv assigned the 

o~de~ in taking the two types o+ texts. Hal+ the subjects 

we~e administe~ed the na~~ative text and hal+ the exposito~y 

text at the +i~st OT the two untimed take home tests. The 

o~de~ was ~eve~sed +o~ the second take home test. A simple 

t-test showed that the~e was no signi+icant orde~ e++ects. 

Howeve~, ~eg~ession analysis +o~ the th~ee catego~ies OT 

lea~ning st~ategy by type OT text used indicated a 

statistically signi+icant inte~action <F = 4.821, df = 2/117, 

p < 0.01>, suggesting that the deg~ee to which the subjects' 

comp~ehension sco~es di++e~ TO~ the na~~ative and exposito~y 

texts is dependent upon the catego~y OT lea~ning st~ategy 

utilized. The~e+o~e, the null hypothesis 5 was ~ejected. 

Hypothesis 6 

It was hypothesized that the~e would be no signi+icant 
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interaction between the gender Tactor and the text type 

Tactor. This hypothesis deals with the question: Do Temale 

and male subjects have a similar pattern OT reading 

comprehension TOr both narrative and expository texts. The 

means and standard deviations Tor both the narrative and 

expository texts with respect to males and Temales are shown 

in Tables VI. For the narrative text. the mean TOr the 

TABLE VI 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
EXPOSITORY/NARRATIVE 

SCORES BY GENDER 

Female 

Narrative Mean 14.34B 
SD 3.316 

n=69 

Expository Mean 14.304 
SD 3.603 

n=69 

Male 

13.236 
4.037 
n=SS 

13.909 
3.592 
n=55 

Temale subjects was 14.348 while the mean Tor the males was 

13.236. For the expository text, the means Tor Temales and 

males were 14.304 and 13.909 respectively. Figure 7 <reTer 

next page> presents a bar chart TOr the comprehension scores 
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~or both male and ~emale subjects using both the narrative 
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and expository texts. The ~emale subjects scored higher than 

male subjects ~or the narrative text, but ~or the expository 

text the male subjects scored higher than the Tamales. How-

ever, results o~ the data analysis indicated no signi~icant 

interaction between expository and narrative texts ~or male 

and ~emale subjects. There~ore, the null hypothesis 6 was 

not rejected. 

Hypothesis Z 

It was hypothesized that there would be no statistically 

signi~icant interaction among learning strategy, gender and 

types o~ text. This deals with the question: Is the trend 



OT reading comprehension scores across the narrative and 

expository passages the same ~or both male and ~emale 

subjects with respect to the three categories OT learning 

strategy. The means and standard deviations ~or the 

narrative and the expository texts <Learning Strategy By 

Gender> are presented in Table VII. 

TABLE VII 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
EXPOSITORY/NARRATIVE SCORES 

FOR LEARNING STRATEGY 
BY GENDER 

Schema Text 

Expository 

Female Mean 14.93 14.74 
so 4.24 3. 19 

n=30 n=19 

Male Mean 13.36 13.53 
so 3.94 3.63 

n=22 n=17 

Narrative 

Female Mean 14.70 13.53 
so 3.26 4.20 

n=30 n=19 

Male Mean 13.82 12. 18 
so 4. 13 4.00 

n=22 n=17 

Mixed 

12.95 
2.56 
n=20 

15.06 
2.96 
n=16 

14.60 
2.35 
n=20 

13.56 
3.98 
n=16 
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Figu.yes 
SA and 88 present the graphs ~or the expository 
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and the narrative texts <learning strategy by gender). The 

trend o+ reading comprehension scores across the expository 

text (Figure 88) +or +emale subjects was higher than male 

subjects for the schema-related and text-related strategies. 

However, +or the subjects who used the mixed strategy, males 

registered higher mean scores then +emales, and there was a 

wider mean di+ference between the gender, relative to the 

schema-related and text-related learning strategy. 

The graph +or the narrative text (Figure BA> shows that 

the subjects responded differently from those for the 

expository text (Figure 88). Females scored higher than 

males and the mean differences were similar for all three 

categories of learning strategy. Further regression analysis 

by repeated measures indicated that there was a three-way 

statistically significant learning strategy by gender by 

types of texts interaction <F=4.980, df = 2/117, p < 0.01), 

which indicated that the trend of reading comprehension 

scores across the narrative and expository texts was not the 

same for male and female subjects, and was dependent upon the 

categories of learning strategy used by the subjects. The 

non-parallel lines for the expository text <Figure 88) and 

th~ different patterns for both the narrative and expository 

graphs <Figures SA & 88) further confirmed this significant 

interaction. Therefore, the null hypothesis 7 was rejected. 

Summary 

This chapter presented the results of the study. The 
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FegFession analysis TOF Fepeated measuFes was used to test 

TOF signiTicant Felationshios between leaFnina strateay and 

reading compFehension. Out OT seven hypotheses tested, one 

two-way inteFaction and one thFee-way interaction were TOund 

to be statistically signiTicant. The remaining three main 

BTTects and two-way interactions were not signiTicant. 

The thFee-way Learning Strategy X Text Type X Gender 

signiTicant interaction indicated that the diTTerential 

Feading comprehension peFTormance OT the subjects in this 

study was dependent upon the leaFning strategy employed, the 

type OT text utilized, and whether the subjects weFe males or 

Tamales. The results also indicated one signiTicant two-way 

interaction between leaFning stFategy and types OT texts. 

For the narFative text; Tamales perTormed better than 

males, but the diTTerence in mean compFehension scores 

between males and Temales weFe similar across all thFee 

categories OT leaFning strategy. HoweveF, subjects who 

reported using the schema-Felated stFateqy reaistered 

superioF scores than those who Feported using the text

related and the mixed strateaies. 

For the expository text; Tamales who used the schema-

related and the text-Felated stFategies obtained higheF 

scores than males, but males did better than Tamales TOF the 

mixed strategy. However, the mean compFehension scores 

between males and Temales vary TFOm one leaFning stFategy to 

another, with the largest diTTerence Tor the mixed strategy, 

and the smallest diTTBFence Tor the text-related stFategy. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

The purpose o~ this study was to investigate the 

relationship between three categories o~ learning strategy 

and reading comprehension o~ second semester college ~reshmen 

usinq both expository and narrative texts. Sixty-nine 

~emale and ~i~ty-~ive male subjects (n=124), enrolled in 

~reshmen composition and college reading and study skills 

classes in a mid-western comprehensive university, served as 

subjects TOr this investigation. The subjects' ages ranged 

~rom 18 years to 36 years <mean=20.3 years>, with 93.6% o~ 

the participants under the age o~ 24 years. 0~ the 124 

subjects, 26.6 %were ~rom the College o~ Business, 25.0 % 

~rom Arts and Sciences, 4.0 % ~rom Engineering, 3.3 % ~rom 

Home Economics, 2.4% ~rom Education, 1.6 % ~rom Agriculture, 

and 37.1 %undecided on their major. 

All the participants in the study were volunteers, and 

to be included in the study, they must have completed data on 

the Learning Strategy Inventory, demographic sheet, NORT-E, 

and responses to both the expository and narrative 

comprehension questions. To control TOr possible "order 

1 1 1 
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e~~ects", hal~ the subjects we~e ~andomly assigned the 

na~~ative text and hal~ the exposito~y text at the ~i~st 0~ 

the two take home comp~ehension tests. The o~de~ was 

~eve~sed when the subjects we~e administe~ed the second test. 

Fo~ the pu~pose o~ this study, the classes ~emained as intact 

g~oups, and to cont~ol ~o~ initial di~~e~ences in ~eading 

ability between the g~oups, the total sco~e ~~om the NORT-E 

was used as a cova~iate in the data analysis. 

Findings 

The majo~ ~indings in this investigation we~e: 

1. Ove~all, the di~~e~ential comp~ehension pe~~o~mance 

o~ the subjects in this study was dependent upon the 

catego~ies o~ lea~ning st~ategy employed by the subjects, the 

type o~ text, and whethe~ the subjects we~e males o~ ~emales. 

Gene~ally, subjects who used the schema-~elated st~ategy 

~egiste~ed supe~io~ sco~es than those who used the text

~elated and the mixed st~ategies, and ~emales had highe~ 

sco~es than males. 

2. When compa~ing the comp~ehension sco~es between the 

na~~ative and exposito~y texts, the~e we~e negligible 

di~~e~ences ~o~ subjects who ~epo~ted usina the schema

~elated and the mixed lea~ning st~ategies, but the~e was 

~elatively a la~ge~ di~~e~ence between the mean sco~es ~o~ 

those who used the text-~elated st~ategy. Additionally, 

those who used the schema-~elated st~ategy obtained highe~ 

sco~es than those who used the text-~elated and the mixed 



st~ategies ~o~ both types o~ text. 

3. Fo~ the na~~ative text; ~emales pe~~o~med bette~ 

than males, subjects using schema-~elated st~ategy did 

bette~ than the text-~elated and the mixed st~ategy, and 

the di~~e~ences in mean comp~ehension sco~es between males 

and ~emales we~e simila~ ac~oss all th~ee cateqo~ies o~ 

lea~ning st~ategy. 
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4. Fo~ the exposito~y text; ~emales sco~ed highe~ than 

males ~o~ the schema-~elated and text-~elated st~ategies, but 

male subjects who used the mixed st~ategy pe~~o~med bette~ 

than ~emales. Howeve~, the mean comp~ehension sco~es between 

males and ~emales va~y ~~om one lea~ning st~ategy to anothe~, 

with the la~gest di~~e~ence ~o~ the mixed st~ategy, and the 

smallest di~~e~ence ~o~ the text-~elated st~ategy. 

Discussion and Implications 

This study examined the ~elationship between ~eading 

comp~ehension and th~ee catego~ies o~ lea~ning st~ategy using 

both na~~ative and exposito~y texts. Results o~ this 

investigation ~evealed that ~eading comp~ehension is an 

inte~active p~ocess (between the ~eade~ and the text, and 

with the lea~ne~·s own lea~ning st~ategies) and that lea~ning 

st~ateqies we~e not independent o~ types o~ text and gende~. 

Such ~indings we~e in ag~eement with some p~evious studies. 

B~own <1985> pointed out that both good and poo~ lea~ne~s 

used basically the same lea~ning st~ategies, but most good 

lea~ne~s do adjust thei~ learning st~ategy in resoonse to 
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types o~ texts. Garner and Kraus (1981-1982) also ~ound that 

some learners do not have su~~icient knowledge about learning 

strategies or how to use them e+~iciently. They stated that 

increased awareness o~ learning strategies highly correlated 

with students' comprehension per~ormance, and suggested that 

the knowledqe o~ learning strategies by itsel~ do not 

distinguish e~~icient learners ~rom ine~~icient ones. 

According to current views about metacognition <eg. Baker and 

Brown, 1984>, there are numerous ways and manners o~ using 

di++erent learning strategies, and as the students grow older 

their control and regulation o~ their learning strategies 

would improve. The authors suggested that i+ students are 

made more aware about themselves as learners, their tasks, 

the types o~ text, and their repertoire o~ learning 

strategies, they will be more active and e++ective in the 

learning process. 

More importantly, results ~orm this study suggested 

evidence that subjects who employed the schema-related 

learning strategy ·consistently per~ormed better than those 

who used the text-related and the mixed strategies. Bartlett 

<1932) re+erred to schema as "an active organization o+ past 

reactions or past experience" <p.201>, and according to 

Anderson (1977>, the schema theory proposed that when reading 

text, readers use their prior knowledge and the context o+ 

the situation to interpret and recall new in+ormation. 

~ence, when those subjects who used the schema-related 

strategy 7 used their background experiences and li~e 
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situations to p~ocess text mate~ials, they comp~ehended the 

texts bette~ than those who did not. 

Seve~al explanations could account for the supe~iority 

of the schema-related strategy. Fi~st, the schema-related 

strategy include skills such as prediction, generating 

analogies, imaging, summarizing and outlining which are 

related to the mental ability such as prior and personal 

experiences. All these in turn provide the subjects with the 

definite purpose in mind to focus on the information in the 

texts. Although the mixed and text-related strategies seem 

appropriate for comprehension, it could be that the schema

related strategy which required the interactive processes 

facilitated the comprehension of the two types of texts. 

A second explanation for the higher scores when using 

schema-related strategy comes from the research on direct 

instruction o~ learnina strategies <Day. 1980; Raphael & 

Mckinney, 1983; Simpson, 1983). Even though this body of 

research does not explicitly address the use o~ schema

related strategy, it does suggest that di~ect instruction on 

the strateay result in improved comprehension and recall 

<Du~~Y et al, 1987). 

Further analysis o~ the data revealed that the learning 

strategies used by the subjects are dependent upon the type 

o~ texts. There was no di~~erence in comprehension scores 

on both texts ~or those subjects who used the schema-related 

and mixed strategies. but there is a relatively larger mean 

di~~erence between the two texts ~or the subjects who used 
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the text-related strategy. This relatively larger di~~erence 

between the two texts ~or subjects using the text-related 

strategy may suggest that the type o~ text to be used ~or 

teaching reading comprehension is not critical ~or students 

using schema-related and mixed strategies, but it would be 

important ~or those who use the text-related strategy. The 

implication ~rom this signi~icant ~inding is that classroom 

teachers need to be aware o~ the di~~erent ~earning 

strategies employed by their students, so that the most 

appropriate teaching materials and methods may be utilized to 

best meet the individual needs o~ the students. 

Recommendations 

Results in this study have indicated that per~ormance in 

reading comprehension ~or traditional college ~reshmen <18-24 

years> using narrative and expository texts is dependent upon 

the learning strategy employed, and whether they are males or 

~emales. Subjects who reported using schema-related strategy 

scored higher than those who used text-related and mixed 

startegies, and ~emales had higher scores than males. 

Research suggested that all students can apply learning 

strategies, but there are some who are not aware o~ when and 

how to use them {Baker & Brown, 1985). Simpson <1986> stated 

that students need to be taught more "e~~ective learning 

strategies". For example, optimal strategic learning 

<metacognitive strategies> results in the acquisition o~ such 

traits as con~idence in student's ability to make choices, 
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recalling prior experiences/knowledge, and the ability to 

select from a reportiore of learning strategies. These 

characteristics of both metacognitive theory and schema 

theory enhance the student's perception of personal control 

and regulation of learning strategies. which have been linked 

to better academic success. Therefore, additional research 

that go beyond the confines of this correlational design on 

effective learning strategies is needed. 

With increasing nontraditional students <over 24 years) 

among incoming college freshmen, it would be problematic to 

generalize the result of this study to such a population. 

Hence, it would be appropriate to conduct a similar study to 

investigate whether the results of the present study can be 

generalized to these nontraditional students. 

Finally, in the present study the items in the forced

choice Learning Strategy Inventory were clustered together 

with the first seven items measuring text-related learning 

strategy, the next six items measuring mixed learning 

strategy, and the last three items measuring schema learning 

strategy. To avoid subjects from responding in a "set 

pattern" on the Likert scale, it is suggested that the items 

be randomly ordered in future studies using the inventory. 

Furthermore, the researcher has found that the three items 

measuring schema-related learning strategy are not completely 

satisfactory. Studies using a larger number of items for the 

schema-related learning strategy are in place. 
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Student I.D.• or s.s.• 

LEARNING STRATEGIES INVENTORY 

Instructions: You may use a pen or pencil to co•plete this 
survey. DO NOT write your name on the survey. Your answers 
will be kept in confidence and will be used only for 
research purposes. 

PART A. 

1. Circle the response that indicate• your •ex. t1 - tlale 
F - Female 

2. Please indicate your age in years. ---------

3. Write in the blank provided your be•t estimate of the 
average number of hours you study per week. 

On the average, I usually study about ____ houra per week. 

4. Circle the letter in front of the response which 
indicates the place where you tiOST often study. 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

Residence hall <own roo•> 
School or public library. 
Student Union. 
Family home. 
Friend•• ho•e. 
Own apart•ent. 

g. 

h. 

Fraternity or 
sorority. . 
Other <Please 
specify> 

5. Circle the letter in front of the activity you 
participate •o•t at O.S.U •• 

a. Athletic•. 
b. tlusic, drama, Band. 
c. Student professional organizations. 
d. Clubs and societies. 
e. Students govern•ent. 

f. Other <Please specify) ---------------------------
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

6. Do you have a job? Circle one a. Yea 
b. No 

7. If you have a job, circle the letter in front of the 
response indicating how •any hours per week you work on 
the average. 

a. 1 to 5 hour• per week. 
b. 6 to 10 hour• per week. 
c. 11 to 15 hour• per week. 
d. 15 to 20 hours per week. 
e. "ore than 20 houura per week. 

PART B: 

When you were studying the passage, to what extent 
did you use the following "ethoda: 

ALWAYS OFTEN SO"ETI"ES SELDO" NEVER 
5 4 3 2 1 

ALWAYS SO"ETI"ES 

OFTEN SELDO" 
Previewed or surveyed 
the entire chapter. s 4 3 2 

Skimmed or scanned the 
Chapter. 5 4 3 2 

Reviewed the headings 
and bold faced type 
before beginning to 
read the entire 
chapter. 4 3 2 

Checked to see if 
there waa a summary 
before beginning to 
read the entire 
chapter, and read the 
aum•ary. 5 4 3 2 

Read the discussion 
questions before 
beginning to read the 
entire chapter. 4 3 2 

Reread the chapter 
at least one 
additional time. 4 3 2 

NEVER 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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ALWAYS SO"ETI"ES NEYER 
OFTEN SELDO" 

7. Reread the chapter 
several times. 4 3 2 1 

8. Adjusted the reading 
speed because your 
understanding of the 
material varied .•• 4 3 2 1 

9. Took notes while you 
read the chapter. 4 3 2 1 

10. Wrote notes in the 
margins of the text 
for important ideas 5 4 3 2 1 

11. Summarized the 
important ideas 
in your own words. 4 3 ·2 1 

12. "ake up your own 
comprehension 
questions about the 
topics from the 
headings. s 4 3 2 1 

13. Tried to memorize the 
important ide••· 4 3 2 1 

14. Pauaed and think 
about what you did and 
did not know about the 
topic before you began 
to read. s 4 3 2 1 

1S. Asked yourself 
questions 
about the ideas 
presented in the 
chapter prior to 
during, and I or after 
reading. 4 3 2 1 

16. After reading the 
title, you tried to 
predict what the 
passage vas about, and 
as you read, decided 
if your prediction vas 
correct. 5 4 3 2 1 
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NELSON-DENNY READING TEST 

I GENERAL INFORMATION 

Part I 15 min. 
<Vocabulary) 

~------------------- -------------Part II 20 min.• 
(Comprehension) 

Total 35 min. 

•The £irst min. £or timing reading C•ee below> 

The Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Form E is compo•ed o£ two 
subtests: Vocabulary and Comprehension. The Vocabulary 
section consists o£ 100 multiple-choice items. The . 
comprehension section contain• eight reading pairsages and a 
total o£ 36 multiple-choice questions. The Reading Rate Test 
is measured based on the reading apeed o£ the •tudent £or a 
duration o£ 1 minute. The one minute is part o£ the 20 
•inutes o£ the Comprehension Test 

II MATERIALS REQUIRED 

1> Nelson-Denny Reading Test, For• E Booklet• 

2) Sel£-scorable Answer Sheets. 

3) Stop·watch. 

4> pencil or pen. 

III INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS 

Instructions to be read to each class to ensure uni£ormity. 

A£ter distributing test booklets and answer aheets, read: 

•You have been given a test booklet containing queations 
and a separate sheet £or your an.swers. Be sure to wZ.i te only 
on the answer sheet. Do NOT mark on the booklet itsel£•. 

•Thia test is divided into 2 part•: Part I is a Vocabulary 
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Test containing 100 it••• and Part II i• a Reading 
Comprehension Teat containing 36 item•. Your •core i• ba•ed 
on the number o~ correct responae•. There~ore do not •pend 
too much time on any one question.• 

• You may use either a lead pencil or ballpoint pen. Do not 
use a felt-tip or other soft marker. Fill in all the 
information except your name. Be sure to make an X in the 
proper box for sex and an X in the proper box for Form E of 
the test•. 

•oo not erase on the answer sheet. If you make a mistake 
in filling out the information box, draw a line through the 
error and write in or mark the correct in~ormation. If you 
wish to change an answer, cross out your first answer with 
an X and mark the answer you prefer. If you change an 
answer and later decide that your first answer was correct 
after all, cross out the second answer and circle the first 
answer you crossed out earlier; this will indicate that the 
first answer is the one that should be counted. Mark strong 
dark marks•. 

•You have 15 minutes to complete Part I, the Vocabulary 
Test. If you finish before the 15 minutes are up, check your 
answers, then close your test booklet and wait quietly.• 

<After 15 minutes) 

•stop. Put your pencil down and close your booklet.• 

•Now, turn over the teat booklet to the back cover marked 
•Part II. Comprehension Teat and Reading Rate. • 

•Look at your answer •heet and locate the section marked 
•Part II. Comprehen•ion. ' at the bottom of the answer sheet. 
You have 20 minutes to work on Part II of the test. 
Turn the page of the test booklet and immediately read 
Passage I.• 

<At the end of the 1st minute) 

•stop. Mark on the line you are reading. Note the 
number at the right of that line. Write each digit of that 
number in the proper box.• 
•Then go on immediately with your reading.• 

<After exactly 20 minutes) 

•stopl Close your test booklets.• 
. 

<Collect all test materials, the answer •heeta ~irst, 
followed by the test booklets. ) 

•Please remain seated until all the test materials are 
handed in.• 
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JoMthtm Swift CuUiver's Travels • 

· Cw.rtu. Ul. TJW:Auihor t."tudioau to le.11 the ltmptage, the.Hou)4 
hnhnm his rruuter tUSists in teaching him. The Lmgut~ge described. 
Several Houyhnhnms of qut~lity come out of curiosity to aee the 
Author. He gives his rruuter a short account of his VO)'dge. 

My princip:~l c~dea\·or was to learn the language, which my 
nuster (for so I shall henceforth call him) and hi$ childrcp, and 
Q'~ry ¥.=~aqt of his house were desirous to tc:acll..mc. For they 
looked upon it as a prodigy, that a brute animal should discover 
such marks of a rational creature. I pointed to e-.·erything, and 
enquired the name of it, which I wrote do\\11 in my journal book 
whL-n I was alone, and corrected my bad accent, by desiring those of 

·the family ~ounce it often. m 1his·empiO)'Dlt."At, a '59lTCl nag, 
one of the under ser\'ants, was v~y ready to assist me. 

In speaking, they pronounce through the nose and throat, and 
their l:mguagc: approaches nearest to the High Dutch or German, 
of any I know in Europe; but is much more graceful and significant. 
The: Emperor Charlc:s V made almost the same observation, when 
he said, that if he were to speak to his horse, it should be in High 
Dutch.11 · 

The curiosity and impatience of my master were so great, that 
he spent many hours of his leisure to instruct me. He was con· 
vinced (as he: afterwards told me) that I must be a Yahoo, but my 

teachableness, civility, a~d cleanliness astonished him; which were 
qualities altogether so opposite to those animals. He was most per
plexed :~bout my clothes, reasoning sometimes with himself whether 
they were a part of my body; for I ne\'er pulled them off till 
the family were: asleep, and got them on before they waked in the 
morning. My master was eager to learn from whence I came; how 
I acquired those appearances of reason, which I discovered in all 
my actions; and to know my story from my own mouth, wh'icli he 
hoped he should soon do by the great proficiency I made in learning 
and pronouncing their words and scntL'Ilccs. To help my mc:mory,. 
I forr,ntd allllc:arnc:d into the English alphabet,· and writ the wordi 
dow.a~ .'lilih th~ tra&Ubtions. Thit; last, after some time, I vt.11turcd to 
do in my mastt.'T's presence. It cost me much trouble to explain to 
him w~t I was doing; for the inhabitants have not the least idea of 
boob or literature. 

17. CiulliY_.. aror: muy aD1mala ue 
""" fODII ol &all. 
IL Cllarlla wu RP'!&8d sa laaYe lAid lie 

would addrell b.il Ciod Ill Spaallb, b.il 

-- ill l&aUA, Mil Ilia ..... iD Ger· - . 
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In about ten weeks time I was able to understand most of his 
questions; and in three months couid .give him .some tolel'3ble an· 
swcrs. He was extremely curious to know from what part of the 
country I came, :md how I was taught to imitate a rational creature: 
because the,Yahoos (whom he saw I exactly resembled in my head, 
hands, and face, that were only visible) with some appe:~rance of 
cunning, and the strongest disposition to mischief, were observed 
to be the most unteachable of all brutes. I answered that I came , 
over the sea, from a far place, with many others of my own kind, in a 
great hollow vessel made of the bodiL-s of trees; that my companions 
force:d me:· to land on this coast, and thc:n left me to shift for myself. 
It was with some difficulty, and by the help of many signs, that I 
brought him to understand me. He replied th::at I must needs be 
mistaken, orthat114id eM tmag,wftich.wat not. (For'th~ haYe n~· 
wo~r;l.i&~..thcir langu~ge.to express-lying or falsehood.) He knew it 
was impossible that there could be a country beyond the sea, or that 
a parcel of brutes could move a woode:n ''essel whither they pleased 
upon water,- He was sure no Houyhnhnm alive could make such a 
vessel, or would trust Yahoos to manage it. 

The word Houyhnhnm, in the:ir tongue, signifies a Horse; and in 
its etymology, the Perfection of Nature .. I told my master that I 
was at a loss for expression, but would improv(. as fa'lt as I could; 
and hoped in a short time I should be able to tell him wonders; 
he was pleased to direct his own mare, his colt, and fool, and the 
servants of the family to take all opportunities of instructing me: 
and every day for two or three hours, he was at the same pains 
himself; S(.'VCral horses and mares of quality in the neighborhood 
came often to our house, upon the report spread of a wonderful 
Yahoo, that could speak like a Houyhnhnm, and S(.'CTJled in his 
words and actions to discover some glimmerings of reason. These 
delighted to COil\'Crsc with me; th(.'Y put many questions, and re
ceived such answers as I was able to return. By all which advantages. 

I m:ade so grc:~t a progress, that in five months from my arrival, I 
understood whatever was spoke, and could express myself tol~bly 
well. 

The Houvhnhnms who c.1me to visit my master, out of a design 
of seeing and taU.;ng with me, could hardly believe me to be a 
right Yahoo, because my body had a different cov~ing from others 
of my kind. They were astonished to observe me WJthout ~he usual 
hair or skin, except on iny head, face, :md hands; but I dJScovered 
that secret to my Jtlastcr, upon an accident, which happened about 

. a fortnight•• before. ··· 
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I ha\·c already told the rc:adc.:r, that every night whc:n the family 
were gone to bed, it was my custom to strip and cover myself with 
my clothes; it happened one morning cnrly, that my master sent for 
,Jn~b)' the sorrel a.ag. who was bis '·alct; when he came, 1 was fast 
,;asl2!tp, my clothes filllcp.!Oft,:on one side, nnd .my shirt above my 

• "-aist. I :aa'aked at the: ndise-"'be made, and obsen•cd him to deliver 
~ais..mc:ss:~ge in some dirorcU:r.: after which he went to my master, 
and in a peat fright ga,•c him a very confused account of what he 
had S&.'C:n; this I pn:scntly disco\'crcd; for going ns soon ns I was 
dressed, to pay my attc.:ndance upon his honor, he nskcd me the 
mcanin~ of what his scn:.1nt had reported;· that I was not the same 
thing when I slept as I appeared to be at other times; that his valet 
assured him, some: p:art of me was white, some yellow, at k-:~st not 
so white, and some brown. 
. ·I ·had hitherto •concc:aJcd the: '5CCfct of my dress, .Jn order to -dis· 

tinguisb m~'SClf as much as possible, from th:1t cursed race of 
Yahoos; but now I found it in vnin to do so any longt:r. Besides, I 
considered that my clothes and shO<.:s would soon wear out, which 
already were ia ..2 declining condition, and· must be supplied by 
some contrivan~ from the hides of Yahoos, or .other brutes; 
•·hereby the whole secret would ~ known. I tbcrefoa: told .my 
awtc;. that jp Jbt.-"Mmtry from whence I. came, those .of my kind 
alwa)t.~~ .. t.ba:ir-bodie-·with· -the. Mill .af .. mtrin ·nimals 
JXCPIIrcd. by ali. as Mll . .Ior. ~~y. as to avoid .indQDc:ncics. of 
air both AGt..aad cold; of whicb. as to m)I.OWO penon l.would give 
IWa.. iln!POdiatc .. ~tiAD. i~ he _plcasc::d to co~mmd me; onl): 
deliriag • acuse. if l.did Dot uposc .. thosc. parts. that nature 
~bt us to c:once2l. He said, my discourse was all very strange. but 
espcci:ally the bst part; for he could not understand why Nature 
should t~ch us to conceal what Nature had gh·en. That neither 
himsc.:lf nor family were ashamed of any p.1rts of their bodies; but 
howC\·er I might do as I plea5Cd. Whereupon. I first lmbu.ttontd my 
coat, and pulled it off. I did the same with my waistcoat; I drew 
off my shoes, stockings, and breeches. I let my shirt down to my 
y,-aist, and drew up the bottom, fastening it like a girdle about my 
middle to hide my nakedness. . 

· My-mastei-obscrved the whole performance with .grea_t signs of 
c:uriosity and admiration. He took up' aU my dot~~ m hiS p:astem, 
one pitct aftc:r another, and exammed them d1hgmtly; he _then 
stroked m~· body very gently, and looked round me several hmes; 
after y,·hich he said, it was plain I must be a perfect Yahcxr, but that 
I differed very much from the rest of my species, in the whiteness 
aud UDOQtbnc:ll-01 my skin, JllY want of hair in several parts of my 

' 
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body, the shape and ihortness ·of my claws behind ud ~. and 
lllf .aila:tation . .of walking contihuaUy on· my .two Jaiackr .feet. He 
desired to see no more; and .gave: me leave to put on my clothes 
again, for I was shuddering with cold. 

I expressed :fi'IY uneasiness at his giving me so often the appella
tion of Yahoo, an odious animal, for which I had so utter an hatred 
and contempt. I begged he would forbear applying that word to me, 
and t<Jlf. ,the ~arne order in hl!•filmily, and a~n&. his fs.¥:nds whom 
he suffered, to see me. I requested likewise, tliat" the Secret of my 
ha\'ing ;a fotlsc CO\'C.Ting to my body might be known to none but • 
himself, nt lc.-ast as long ns my present clothing should last; for as to 
••hat the sorrel nag his valet had observed, his honor might com
mand him to conceal it. 

-All this mJ' -master··very graciously consmted to: ~nd thus the 
secret was kept till my clothes began to wear out, which I was 
forced to supply by SC\'c:ral contri\'anccs, that sh:~ll hereafter be 
mentioned. In the meantime; he desired I would go on with my 
utmost diligence to learn . their bnguage, because he was more 
astonished nt my capa~ity for speech and re:tson, than at the figure 
of my body, whether it were covered or no; adding that he 
waited with some impatience to he-Jr the wonders which I promised 
to tell him. . 

From thenceforward he doubled the pains he had been at to 
instruct me; he brought me into all company, and m:1de them trc:Olt 
me with civility, because, as he told them priv:ately, this •"Ould 
put me into good humor, and make me more diverting. 

Every day when I waited on him, beside the trouble he was at in 
teaching, he would ;ask me SL"Vcral questions concc:ming myself. 
which 1 answered as well as I could; and by those means he had 
already received some general ideas, although ve~· imperfect. It 
would be tedious to relate the seo.·eral steps, by which I adV2nccd to 
a more regular conversation, but the first account I g;v~ of m~'SClf 
in any order and length was to this purpose: 

Th•tt, I came from a ,·ery far country, as I ;dread~· had attempted 
tO tell him, with about·fifty more of my own species; that we trav
c:led upon the seC}S, in a great hollow \'CSSel made of \\·ood. and 
larger than his honor'~ house. I described the ship to him in the best 
terms I could; and explained by the help of my h:mdkerchief dis
played, how it was driven forward by the wind. That, upon a 
quarrd among us, I ""ils set on shore on this coast, where I walked 
forward without knowing whither, tiU he delivered me from the 
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persecution of those execrable Yahoos. He asked me who made the 
ship, and how it was possible that the Houyhnhnms of my country 

· ·!9.-ottld leave 'it 1o the management 'Of brutes? My 2nswer was that I 
durst proceed no farther in my rcilation, unless he would give me his 
word and honor that he would not be offended; and then I would 

t- tell him the wonders I had so often promised. He agreed; and I 
"·ent on by assuring him, tbat. the ship was made by creatures like 
myself, who i~ all the countries I had traveled, as well as in my own, 
were the only governing, rational animals; and that upon my arrival 
hither, I was as much astonished to see the Houyhnhnms act like 
rational beings, as he or his friends could be in finding some marks 
of reason in a creature he was pleased to call a Yahoo; to which I 
owned my resemblance in every part, but could not account for 
their degenerate .and brutal .nature. 1. said farther, that if good 
fortune ever restored me to my native country, to relate my travels 
hither, as I resolved to do; everybody would believe that I said the 
thing which was not; that I im·cnted the story out of my own head; 
and with all possible respect to himself, his family, and friends, and 
under his promise of not being offended, our countrymen would 
hardly think it probable, that a Houyhnhnm should be the presid· 
ing crcatwc of a nation, and a Yahoo the brute. 
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·student I. D. # ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS 

Read the passage given and answer the ~allowing questions. 
Write your answer in the soace provided a~ter each question. 
Be brie~ and to the point. 

1. Accordinq to the author the lanquaqe o~ the Houqhnhnms 
sounds similar to which language? 

2. Gulliver was compared to which creature in the story? 

3. Why did the Houghnhnms want to teach the Gulliver their 
lanquaqe? 

4. What are the two major di~~erences between the Yahoos and 
Gulliver? 

5. Summarize in 4 or 5 sentences the content o~ this story. 
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Basics 
of the nervous 

aystem 

The nerve cell 

IEHAVIOR OENEliCS. GLANDS AND NrAVOUS SYSllM 

To help understand the importan~ of the human nervous system, It is 
useful to consider for a moment how some lower organisms manage to 
function. A one-celled animal such as the paramecium cannot and does 
not possess any nervous system at all. Its enlirt single-celled "body" is 
somehow sensitive to heat and light and capable of initiatins its own 
movements. Larger and more complicated animals, however, have to 
have some "ind of nervous system, composed of specialized nerve cells 
in the shape of fibers that reach from one part of the body to another 
and are capable of conveying messages back and forth. 

In the lowly little sea creature called the coral there is simply a 
network of nerves, with no particular central point. The nerves and the 
various parts of the body work together much like the government of a 
loose federation of states, each preserving considerable independence. 
Higher up in the scale of evolution, the network of nerves becomes 
more complicated and the beginnings'of a central nervous system ap
pear. The organism, it might be said, now has the beginnings of a 
strong central government, exercising control over all its parts. In hu
mans, the central nervous system has reached its peak of development: 
a large and enormously complex brain serves as a center of power and 
decision that regulates the behavior of all parts of the body in the most 
complicated and delicate fashion. ·· 

Unlike the paramecium, we would be helpless without a nervous· 
system. We would be unable to react to stimuli from the outside world. 
We would not even be able to move our muscles. Indeed we could not 
live at all, for our hearts would not beat and our dungs would not 
breathe. 

The basic unit of the nervous system is the individual nerve ull, tech
nically called nturon, an example of which is shown in Figure 7·6,. Some 
neurons are quite long; for example, the motor neurons that enable u.s to 
wiggle our toes extend all the way from the lower part of the-spinal col
umn to the muscles of the toes. Others, .rarticularly in the brain, are 
only the tiniest fraction of an inch in length. · 

The neuron's ctll body, which contains the chromosomes and genes 
that caused it to grow into a nerve cell in the first place, performs the 
work of metabolism. The dtndrilts are the .neuron's "receivers"; when 
they are stimulated, they start a nervous impulse that travels the length 
of the fiber to the end of the a:ron. The speed at which the impulse trav
els depends partly on the size of the neuron; the greater the diameter of 
the fiber, the greater the speed. It also depends, to a much greater ex
tent, on y,•hether the neuron possesses a mytlin shtDih, as does the one 
shown in the figure. In neurons that have the sheath, the impulse often 
travels slight!)• faster than 300 feet a second, compared with a typical 
speed of only a little more than 3 feet a second in neurons without the 
sheath. 
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---~ Dendrites 

7-6 
A nerve cell (neuron) 

like this motor neuron, 111 neurons ere fiber-aheped cells with 1 fltndrite or flenflrites 
11 one end. en e.ron 11 the other end, end 1 ~•II borly aomewhere In between. Stim· 
uiltion of the dendrites aets up 1 nervous impulse thlt trevels the length of the 
neuroft to the end of the exon. In the case of this motor neuron. the enfl brenches 
ot the exon would be embedded in 1 muacle fiber. end the nervous Impulse would 
meke the muscle contrect. The myelin aheeth il 1 whitish coehng thet protects meny 
neurons but not ell. The nodes 11e conatrictions of the aheeth that ect es reley ata· 
lions to improve tranamiasion of the nervous Impulse. (•l 

The nervous impulse 

A photomic:rogreph of 1 nerve 
cell In the fluman apinel cord 

The nature of the nervous impul~ is so foreign to anything else in our 
ordinary experience that it is somewhat difficult to describe or to 
comprehend at first. Jt is a tiny charge of eltctricity passing from one 
end of the fiber to the other, but it dots not travel Jib the electricity in 
the "-'ires of a house-as might be guessed from the fact that electricity 
travels not at a mere 3 to 300 feet a sKond ~ut at 186,000 miles a second. 
The charge can l>t compared to the glowing ,band of fire that passes 

· • along a lighted fust, except that no combustion tabs place in the 
neuron. What actuany happens is that there is an exchange of chemical 
particles, carrying different electrical potentials, from inside and out
side the membrane that encloses the nerve fiber. Once the nervous im· 
pul~ creatf'd by this exchange of chemical puticles has passed down 
the length of the fiber, the neuron quickly returns to its normal state 
and is ready to fire off another impulse. 

The neuron ordinarily operates on what is called the 111/ or nont prin· 
ciplt. That is to say, if it fires at all it fires as hard as it can considering its 
physiological state at the moment ("-'hich, in complex ways, can be al· 
tered by the messages it is receiving from other neurons). All stimuli of 
sufficient power set off the same kind of impulse -as strong an impul~ 
as the neuron is capable of producing at that moment. 
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,..,.: .,... .. I l: J 0 
....,._,," I .... q 

The synapse and 
neuro- · 

transmitters 

7-7 

Recorda of 1 neuron'• ectlvlt)' 
These ere tracings from an electrode that was 
placed on the neuron of a rat Each upward 
movement of the lines shows a aeparate im
pulae. The neuron was from the raft tongue. 
and the stimulus was sell aolulion In varying 
atrengths. The response of the neuron to the 
weakest sell solution Is shown In the top line. 
In the center line the slimulus was ten times 
atronger and in the bollom line a hundred 
times atronger. (S) 

After the neuron has fired, it requires a brief recovery period before 
it can fire again. This recovery period has two phases. During the first 
phase the neuron is incapable of responding at all. During the second 
phase it is still incapable of responding to all the stimuli that would or· 
dinarily make it fire, but it can respond if the stimulus is powerful 
enough. Some neurons have a fast recovery rate and can fire, when suf
ficiently stimulated, as often as 1000 times a second. Others recover 
much more slowly and have a top limit of only a few firings per second. 

Figure 7-7 shows the actual sequence of nervous impulses in a 
neuron over a period of several tenths of a second. Note that each im
pulse was of approximately equal intensity, as measured by the height 
of the lines. Stronger stimuli made the neuron fire more often but not 
with greater intensity. 

As remarkable as it may seem, those little movements in the lines in 
Figure 7·7 are pretty much the whole story of what goes on inside the 
human nervous system. The neurons fire off their tiny waves of electric· 
ity, barely enough to jolt the needle of the most sensitive recording 

... device. For each neuron, each wave is of sim;Jar intensity; the major dif
ference is in the number and rapidity of the impulses. Yet somehow 
these impulses- by the way they are routed through the nervous sys
tem and the patterns they form- manage to tell us what our eyes see 
and our ears hear; they enable us to Jearn and to think; they direct our 
glands and our internal organs to function; they direct our muscles to 
perform such intricate and delicate feats as driving an automobile or 
playing a violin. 

The way one neuron connects with another is .shown in Figure 7-8. The 
junction point, or synDpst, marks the boundary between one neuron 
and the next and therefore the end of one nervous impulse and the start 
of a new one. The impu.lse of the first neuron cannot leap across the 
synapse; it can go only as far as the end of the axon and no farther. It 



The three kinds 
of neurons 
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.. 

7·1 
Tht eyn1p11 
The junction between the a11on of one neuron and the a•on. dendrites. or cell body of 
another neuron 15 called a synapse. For an e~tplanation of what happens at the aynapse. 
aee the te•t. 

can, however, stimulate the second neuron to fire off its own impulse, 
thus passing along its "me-ssage" to another link in the nervous system. 

The major way that stimulation of the second neuron occurs at the 
synapse is through chemical action. The end of the axon contains very 
small amounts of a che-mical substance known as a nturolrtmsmitttr, and 
when the nervous impulse reaches the end of the axon a tiny burst of 
this substance is released into the synapse (6). 

There appear to be a number of chemicals that serve as neurotrans
mitters responsible for activity at the synapses in various parts of the 
nervous system (7). One of them, it is interesting to note, is noradren
alin-meaning that some of the neurons, though they are only single 
cells, are capable of prqducing one of the same complex chemicals man
ufactured by the adrenal glands. Another important neurotransmitter is 
called acetylcholine. 

The neurons of the human body, which number in the billions, come in 
many different lengths, diameters, and shapes. They can, however, be 
divided into three classes. 

1 Afferent nturons. These are the neurons of the senses. The word 11{
ftrtnt is derived from the Latin words 11d, which means to or toward, 
and ferre. which means to bear or to carry. The afferent neurons carry 
messages toward the central nervous system-from our eyes, ears, 
and other sense organs. 

2 E.fftrent neurons. These carry messages from the central nervous sys
tem. Their axons end in either muscles or glands. Their impulses 
make the muscles contract or activate the glands. 

3 Connecting neurons. These are middlemen between other neurons. 
They are stimulated only by the axon of another neuron. They do not 
end in muscle or gland tissue but only in other synapses where they 
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Muhiple nerve 
connections 

The aynaptlc knobs 

.· 

This photograph, shown 11 a 
magnif•cation of abou1 2000 
times lift size. i5 the flfll ever 
made of the synaplic knobs of 
a neuron. The photograph is of 
the neuron connections in a 
snail (8) 

""•'"'' ftNrOfl 1 

., .. 
Connecllona for the 
gr .. plng reflex 
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Strok•ng the palm of the baby's 
hand a1•mulatts an alferent 
neuron whou ••on ends Inside 
the sp•nal cord 11 a &ynapu with 
a connecting neuron. This con· 
netting neuron. In turn. ends at a 
aynap~t with an efferent neuron 
The Impulses from the afterent 
neuron ll•mutate the connectmg 
neuron. which in lurn slimulltes 
the efferent neuron. which makes 
the muscle of the hand contract 
Nott that the allerent neuron 
enters the spinal cord from the 
back. and the efferent neuron 
1t1ves from the front. This 11 
always the case. 

stimulate otht'r neurons to fire . Most of them, thoush not all, are 
found within the central nervous system. 

A simple example of how these three kinds of neurons v.·ork 
together i5 provided by the infant'J grasping renex, illustrated in figure 

. 1·9. As will be seen, the Mrvous messages that produce the reflex besin 
with the stimulation of an afferent neuron, which in tum stimulates a 
connecting neuron, which in tum stimulates an efferent neuron
whose impulses cause the muscle to contract. 

Most synaptic connections betwun neurons. especiaJJy the connecting 
or "middleman" neurons, are far more complicated than the diagrams 
shown up to this point v.·ould suggest. lndet'd a synapse can best be 
thought of as a complex sv.•itching point where not just two but many 
neurons makt' contact, in the most elaborate kind of way. The axon of 
each of the many .. incoming" neurons th)t deliver messages at th't 
S)'Tiapse has many branc:hes, each terminating in JJ synaptic knob as 
shown in figure 7-JO. These knobs, which contain the neurotransmitter 
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substanc~. arr usually in contact "'ith lhP dPndritrs ofalargr number of 
"outgoing" nrurons. But, to furthPr complicate the picturr, somr of thP 
synaptic knobs art' in contact with thr crll bodirs of thr outgoing 
nrurons, which can be stimulatrd dirrctly as wrJJ as through thP 
dendrites. 

TI1us each incomins neuron may drliver its message. in the form of 
its nrurotransmitter, to sco~s or ~rhaps ~ven hundreds of outgoing 
neurons. Similarly, each outgoing nruron may receive messages from 
scores or hundrrds of incoming nrurons. ThP outgoing neuron, more· 
over, does not always respond in the same way to the messages it re· 
ceives. How it responds depends on whrre it is stimulated. At somP of 
thP many locations. or ''receptor sites," where it makes synaptic con
nections with incoming neurons, stimulation by the neurotransmitter 
tends to make it fire off its own impulse. At other "receptor sites" the 
neurotransmitter tends to inhibit it from firing (9). 

Ordinarily an outgoing nruron will not fire as the result of a singiP 
messagr arriving at one of its many drndrites or its cell body. Instead 
the firing process requires multiple stimulation- a whole group of mes· 
sages arriving at once or in quick succession from several or even a 
great many of the incoming neurons with which it is in contact at the 
synapse. Moreover, thr mrssages that it interprets as signals to fire 
must outweigh any mrssages that inhibit it from firing. 

Thus the multiple connrctions at the synapsrs provide an almost as· 
tronomical number of possible pathways. The nervous impulses arriv· 
ing from the incomins neurons may not "get through" at all. They may 
be too few in number or too far apart in time to fire any of the outgoing 
neurons, or incoming messages tending to fire the outgoing neurons 
may be canceled out by messages that inhibit firing. At t~mes the in· 
coming nervous impulses may be of such a number and such a pattern 
as to firr a single outgoing neuron but no more. At other times several 
or many outgoing neurons may be fired. The particular ones that are 
stimulated into activity may vary. So may the number of impulses they 
fire ~d the rate at which they fire. 

!J1 this means that no new impulses at all may be set up at the 
synapse; or that new impulses may travel in any one of many directions 
or in several directions at once. The new impulses that go along to the 
next switching point or points in the nervous system may be few or 
many, slow or rapid. Small wonder that the human nervous system is 
capable of so many accomplishments. By comparison, the nation's tele· 
phone network is just a child's toy. 
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BASICS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 

Read the given passage and answer the TOllowing questions. 
Write your answers in the space provided aTtar each question. 
Be brieT and to the point. 

1. Which organ in the human system is complex and serves as 
a center OT power, and makes decisions which regulates 
the behavior OT all other parts OT the body? 

2. What is a neuron? 

3. Give a concise description OT a neuron. 

4. Trace the Tunction<s> OT a neuron. 

5. Name the types OT neurons in the human body. 
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